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Introduction
Today's young people--the adults of tomorrow
will soon be responsible for making informed and
rational decisions about issues affecting the interac-
tions of the world's inhabitants and the relationship
of all humans to the earth. They must understand
!low their actions influence the lives of people living
in 6:her regions of the world and how the actions of
those people affect them. They must know where
and why avents are occurring if they are to apply
the; irrel!igence and moral sensitivity to improving
the quality of human life on this planet. They must, in
short, receive a sound education in global geog-
raphy.

Such an education provides the perspectives, in-
formation, concepts, and skills essential to under-
stand ourselves, our relationships to the environ-
ment that surrounds us, and our interdependence
with other people in the world. It reinforces and
extends the processes of critical thinking and prob-
lem solving that are applicable to all parts of the
curriculum.*

This series of ten lessons for use in middle and junior
high schools will help students think their way
through important issues and increase their under-
standing of world geography. On a broader scale, it
will help them become more effective decision mak-
ers and ultimately mere responsible citizens.

Each lesson consists of a 15-minute video program
and accompanying printed material to facilitate
classroom follow-up activities. The 15-minute pro-
grams fit easily into normal classroom schedules
and support the content of most existing course
sequences. Eeeh program is designed to be used
individually and does not depend on other programs
for its successful use. As a result, the programs are
an easily scheduled and flexible means of strength-
ening existing instruction in global geography.

The printed material includes a teacher's guide. This
contains an introduction to the series, objectives for
each lesson, a summary, a glossary of key terms,
teaching suggestior s, follow-up activities, commu-
nity applications, and additional resources for each
of the ten programs. Repfoducible maps and hand-
outs are also provided.

Most geography textbooks and courses emphasize
world regions. This series respects this approach
and each of the ten programs focuses on a world
region. Within this regional emphasis, special atten-
tion is given to one of the topics typically considered
in geography textbooks. The programs and accom-

panying teacher's _.guide complement the most cur-
rent thinking about the teaching of geography, and
they reinforce efforts being made nationally to help
students understand the investigative and analytical
aspects of geography. In addition, the lessons will
support instruction that students receive in mathe-
matics, science, and language arts.

The target audiencestudents in middle and junior
high school possesses the cognitive and affective
maturity needed to acquire an international per
spective; children at this level have not yet erected
barriers to global understanding_ Although these
programs are specifically designed for use in world
geography courses, they can be used to develop the
geographic dimension of other courses, including
world history, cultures, and international studies.

The content of this series is besed fi. /enda-
mental themes of geography describee in Olt, ( ?oide-
lines for Geographic Educatir,!;. es are
location, place, relationships within places, move-
ment, and regions. The themes reflect the basic
ideas and concepts used in global geography and
will be familiar to teachers of geography at all levels.
The series is also designed to develop and reinforce
the geographic skills that are recommended by the
Guidelines and being considered by the National
Council for the Social Studies as part of its new
social studies scope and sequence.

Generai Overview of Video Programs
The centerfold chart provides an outline of the pro-
grams included in this project. Each program fo-
cuses on a specific region, with the regions selected
to represent every part of the world. This division of
the world into regions is current practice in geog-
raphy education and reflected in most geography
textbooks and courses.

In each program a case study in a particular setting
is used as the vehicle for examining an important
topic typically presented in geography textbooks,
such as land and water, trade, or food resources.

Each topic is considered in the form of an issue,
such as dealing with natural hazards, building trade
linkage, or adopting new ideas about food produc-
tion. An issue was selec' ed if it is important in a
particular region and in other parts of the world and
if it appeals to students in the target audience.

The particular geographic theme of each program
helps students understand and analyze the issue

These ideas are reflected in Guidelines for Geographic Education (Washington. D C Association of American Geographers and
National Council for Geographic Education, 1984).
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considered. At the same time, students must use
important geographic skills to ask and answer im-
portant questions about the issue. These skills
include mapping, graphing, data handling, and criti-
cal thinking. Formal procedures for teaching these
skills are presented in he teacher's guide.

The story line of each case study focuses on an
individual or a family. This type of case study

appeals to students in the target audience, and also
emphasizes the human dimension of geography,

In each program comparative examples taken from
countries in other world regions develop the issue
further. Each program contains one or two examples
from the United States or Canada and one that is
similar to that in the case study. Other examples are
more general, but also related to the case study.

Organizatic-n of Video Programs
This chart indicates the organization of the programs in this project.

Approximate
Segment Duration

1. Introductory material 3 minutes

Advance Organizer 30 seconds

Standard Opening 30 seconds

Introduction to Issue 1 minute

Overview of 1 minute
World Region

2. Case Study 7 minutes

3. Comparative Examples 4 minutes

4. Ending 30 seconds

Purpose

Highlights program issue using excerpts from
case study
Continues to highlight Issue using excerpts
from comparative examples

Introduces program issue
Establishes global context of issue
Develops organizing question for program

Sets stage in particular region for case study

Explores program issue using family as vehicle

Provides further examples illustrating issue
Emphasizes global nature of issue

Asks students to consider impact of the issue
on the people in the program

During the three minutes of introductory material,
maps, charts, graphics, and preview pictures from
the case study and comparative examples will pre-
sent to viewers the region featured, the settings (par-
ticular countries) of the case study and the compara-
tive examples, and an overview of the issue to be
dramatized in the main segment. Much of this mate-
rial, which appears quickly and briefly, is developed
at length in the remaining parts of the program.

Use of this Guide
This guide is designed to help teachers use the video
programs for their fullest possible instructional
value. Each of the lessons in tnis guide is keyed to
one of the Global Geography video programs. The
lessons contain a summary of the conceptual and
thematic foundations of the video program, a sum-

mary of what appears on the screen, a glossary of
key terms, and suggestions for activities before and
during the program to help students understand the
issues that have been introduced. In addition, each
lesson in this guide includes discussion questions
for use after viewing and ideas for activities with
local application, so teachers can help students
understand how the fundamental themes of world
geography have relevance in their own communi-
ties. At the end of the guide, teachers will find a
section called "Further Resources," in which sources
of supplementary readings and video materials are
listed. There is also a reproducible handoutusually
a map, table, or chartto go with each lesson.
Finally, a correlation matrix relates each Global
Geography program to chapters in the geography
textbooks inost commonly used in middle and junior
high schools.
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Lesson Objectives
Atter the lesson on Students will he able to

South Asia: Why Are Forests Disappearing?
1 Program' Identify factors that contribute to deforestation
2. Program Explain how human actions can dramatically alter the physicalcharacteristics of places.
3. Program Understand that places can be damaged, destroyed, or improved by human actions or

natural processes.
4. Program/teacher Make inferences from graphs.
5. Program Describe how people's lives are affected by deforestation,

Southeast As! : How Does Change Occur?
1. program Describe the role played by change agents in the adoption of new ideas.
2. Program Recognize the importance of the adoption of new ideas in the improvement of agricul-

tural practices.
3. Program Understand what characteristics a new idea must have if it is to be easily adopted by

people.
4, Program /teacher Obtain information from line graphs.
5. Program Describe how people's lives are affected by the adoption of new ideas about food.

Japan: Why Does Trade Occur?
1. Program Describe the conditions encouraging the movement of resources and products between

places
2. Program Understand that few places are self-sufficient and that, therefore, extensive human

networks of transportation and communications link places together.
3. Program Describe ways in which people move themselves, their products, and their ideas across

the earth's surface
4. Program /teacher Obtain information from cartograms.
5. Program Describe how people's lives are affecied by imports and exports.

Soviet Union: Why Does Planning Occur?
1, Program Describe locations in terms of relationships with other locations,
2 Program Understand that location is a significant aspect of every activity, event, person, place,

and physical and cultural feature on earth.
3. Program Realize that knowledge of locations and the characteristics is a key factor in under-

standing human interdependence
4. Program/teacher Ask geographical questions
5. Program Describe how people's lives are affected by planning.

East Asia: Why Do People Live Where They Do?
1 Program Give examples of factors that affect the distribution of human population in particular

places.
2. Program Know that places are distinct in terms of their physical and human characteristics.
3. Program/teacher Use maps to ask questions about the distribution of population.
4. Program/teacher Prepare and obtain information from area-value maps
5 Program Describe how people's lives are influenced by the locations in which they live.

I h, column trulit,alcti whoftr vitch nbit,c1fvt met pr[rnanly in the vRivu program, the' tvitcher'% ac.Inotivs. or both
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After the lesson on Students WEI he able to

Australia/New Zealand: Why is the World Shrinking?
1. Program

2. Program

3. Program

4. Program/teacher

5. Program

Describe how changes in transportation and communications systems influence the
rate at which people, goods, and ideas move from place to place.

Be aware that movements of people, goods, and ideas reflect global patterns of interac-
lion among people in distant and nearby places.
Understand that few places are self-sufficient and that, therefore, extensive human
networks of transportation and communications link places together

Collect and assess information.

Describe how the lives of people living in different places are alive, by changes in
transportation and communications linking these places.

North Africa/Southwest Asia: What Are the Consequences of Change?
1, Program
2. Program

3. Program
4. Program/teacher
5. Program

Identify several ways in which people modify different physical environments.
Describe how the human ability to modify physical environments has increased in
scope and intensity through the use of technology.
Give examples of how the significance and meaning of places change over time.
Use map-reading skills.
Describe how people's lives are affected by adopting new methods of doing things.

AfricaSouth of the Sahara: How Do People Use Their Environment?
1. Program

2, Program

3. Program

4. Program/teacher
5. Program

Give examples of ways people view and use natural environments to extract needed
resources, grow crops, and create settlements.
Understand how different groups may view places differently
Understand that different groups see different possibilities and constraints in natural
environments.
Obtain information from maps.
Describe how people's lives are affected by the way they use their environment.

Central and South America: Why Do People Move?
1. Program

2. Program

3. Program

4. Program/teacher

5. Program

16efitify the factors in particular examples of migration that lead people to move.
Understand that migration involves a decision-making process in which potential
migrants compare conditions where they are with conditions at potf:...iial destinations
Describe different types of migration that occur around the world ( rural to urban, within
cities, between countries, between continents)
Obtain information from bar graphs
Describe how people's lives are affected by moving.

Europe: How Do People Deal with Natural Hazards?
1. Program

2. Program

3. Program

4. Program/teacher
5 Program

Describe several ways in which people deal with natural hazards.
Understand why humans attempt to control the effects of natural events such as flocds,
mudslides, and storms.
Describe how the human ability to modify physical environments has increased through
the use of technology.
Make inferences from maps,
Describe how people's lives are affected by natural hazards
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South Asia:
Why Are Forests Disappearing?

Place

Throughout history human beings have
often dealt unwisely with the ?tallow'
environment, but they have also lx eu able
to find ways to solve the problems that
they create.

People can dramatically alter the physical
characteristics of places. They can dam-
age or destroy the land around them
through theb Own actions or by unleash-
ing natural forces. hit many places in the
uwrkl, for example, people cut down trees
more quickly than they can be r-placed.
As a result, forest resources disappear,
soils are exposed to erosion, and the
region Is subjected to flooding. But people
can work to improze places. By finding
substitate.s for wood, and by encouraging
natural and planned reforestation, for
example, forests can be RIpleniSbed.

Program Summary
The world's forests are disappearing. especially in
Asia, Africa, and Central and South America. This
program addresses the question "Why are forests
disappearing ?' It focuses on a case study in Nepal, a
country in the region of South Asia.

In the introductory section, photos, maps, graphics,
and charts provide a brief overview of the relation-
ship between population growth and the use of
forest resources in South Asia to set the stage for a
consideration of how and why the forests are disap-
pearing. People in this region depend on wood for a
variety of purposes. The population of the region is
growing so quickly that trees are being used up
faster than they can be replaced.

The case study focuses on a family living in a rural
part of Nepal. It makes five points.

1. In this area the forests are cut for firewood, for
fodder, for industry, and to clear land for agri-
culture.

2, All of this cutting results in deforestation.

3. As a result, the father and son in the case study
spend much of their time searching for firewood to
gather.

4. Deforestation also results in extensive soil erosion
and flooding in Nepal and adjacent countries,

5. Reforestation projects and programs to protect
the forests have been initiated in an attempt to solve
these problems,

The program also considers examples of situations
in which people in Kenya, Brazil, West Germany,
and Canada have both caused deforestation and
initiated programs to solve the problem.

This program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by the disappearance
of forests.

Glossary of Terms

acid rain--A rain (or snow) that can damage trees,
lakes, and man-made objects, It occurs when the
water vapor in the atmosphere combines with two
chemicals, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide, that

win

CF.

1
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are produced when coal, natural gas, and oil (fossil
fuels) are turned. This combinat;on produces sul-
furic and nitric acid, two harmful substances that fall
to the ground with precipitation,

deforestationThe clearing or destruction of
forests.

doubling time The time required for a population
to double in size if it continues to grow at its current
rate.

erosionThe wearing away of the earth's surface by
the action of water or wind.

fodderFeed for livestock. often consisting of stalks
and leaves from plants and trees.

nonrenewable resourceA natural resource that
cannot be restored or replenished once it is used
(e.g., coal, natural gas, petroleum).

renewable resourceA natural resource that can be
restored or replenished after being used by humans
(e.g., forests, soils, water).

terracingThe changing of a hillside or mountain
slope into a steplike sequence of fields for agri-
culture.

Before the Program
Have students examine the circle graphs that appear
on the handout for this lesson. Be sure that students
understand what the "slices" on the graphs mean.
Figures for 1984 are the most recent data available.

Have students describe what the circle graphs say.
Ask students, "Are Nepal's forests increasing or
decreasing in area?" ( They are decreasing in ai ea. In
1964 forests covered one-third of Nepal's land area.
In 1984 forests covered one-sixth.)

Then have students make inferences aoout disap-
pearing forests. Ask them, "Why do you think Nepal's
forests are disappearing?" Encourage them to struc-
ture their guesses in the form that follows. Accept all
hypotheses and record them for later use. (Nepal's
forests are disappearing because . . their guess.)

Tell students that the program asks the question,
"Why are forests disappearing'?" Ask them to watch
for activities that damage and destroy forests and
activities that improve forest resources. Mention
that the program will let them know which of their
hypotheses about disappearing forests are correct.

During the Program
At the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to locate on a map the countries in

which the case study and comparative examples are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. Have
them speculate about why the issue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

After the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1. For what purposes do people in Nepal use
forest resources? ( They use wood for fuelto
heat and cook -tor fodder, and for industry;
and they clear the land of frees for agriculture.)

2. What role does population growth in Nepal
play in the disappearance of forests there? (ln
Nepal, people use wood for a variety of pur-
poses. The population is growing so quickly
that wood is being used faster than the supply
can be replenished.)

3 Review the hypotheses developed earlier by
the students. Which ones are supported by the
evidence presented in the program? ( ts
important for students to realize that in 11.al
rapid population growth underlies the disap-
pearance of the forests. Because the popula-
tion is growing, more and more wood is being
cut for fuel, for fodder, for industry, and to
clear land for agriculture. Because the popu-
lation is growing so quickly, the wood is being
used faster than the supply can be replen-
ished.)

4. Why did the father and son in the case study
need to spend so much time gathering wood?
( The wood was far from their home and diffi-
cult to find because all the people in Nepal
those living both in the countryside and in the
cities and towns--put pressure on forest re-
sources and use those easy to reach quickly. )

5 What were some of the other consequences of
deforestation in Nepal? ( The loss of trees con-
tributed to soil erosion and flooding in Nepal
and surrounding countries. Cow dung can be a
substitute for firewood, but then if is not avail-
able to fertilize the fields, which need all the
nutrients they can get. Without such fertilizer,
crop yields are much lower.)

6. What are some of the ways in which people in
Nepal are trying to improve the country's forest
resources? ( They can rebuild their forests by
reforestation programs, by using fast growing
pine trees, and by finding substitutes for wood
such as cow dung and kerosene.)

7 In what ways is the situation of Kenya's forests
similar to that of Nepal's'? ( In both cases
people use wood for a variety of purposes.

9



Both countries have rapidly growing popu.1.-
lions. The wood supply in each .ountry is used
faster than it can be replenished. Efforts are
being made in both Kenya and Nepal to main-
tain and /or restore forest resot rces.)

8. What is the wood cut in Brazil and Canada
used for? How are people in both countries
restoring the wood supply? (In Brazil wood is
used to make paper, and forests are cleared for
agriculture, especially raising cattle, and for
roads. In Canada wood is used for industrial
purposesto make shingles and supports for
buildings. In both cases, cut trees are replaced
with seedlings to assure a continuing supply of
wood.)

9. Acid rain contributes to the destruction of
forests in West Germany. Do you think that
acid rain contributes much to the destruction
of trees in Nepal and Kenya? Why or why not?
(Acid rain is probably not a factor in the de-
struction of trees in Nepal and Kenya because
neither nation has the industries that produce
the concentration of pollutants that combine
with water moisture to form acid rain.)

10. How are people's lives affected by deforesta-
tion? (Accept all reasonable responses. )

B. Local Community Application

1. Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. (Forests are disappearing in some
parts of the world because the rapidly growing
population is using forest resources faster
than they can be replenished; in other parts of
the world acid rain is killing trees; efforts are
being made everywhere to restore forest
resources.)

2. Use the following steps to introduce the local
community application activity.

Have students determine where the forests
are located in your area. You may decide to
focus on forests in your city, county, or
somewhere in your state or province.

Identify the governmental agency (or com-
pany) responsible for those forests and
invite a representative of that agency or
company to come to your class.

Have students prepare questions before the
representative comes to class, (They might
ask, "How are these forests used? What has
been the impact of acid rain in this area?
What efforts are being made to maintain the
forest resources in this area? What can indi-
viduals do to help preserve our local forest
resources?")

3. Have students prepare a display about the sta-
tus of forests in your area, based on informa-
tion obtained from the forestry representative
and other sources.

4. Rephrase and pose a question such as that
appearing at the end of the program, for
instance, "How have disappearing forests af-
fected the lives of people living in our area?"
(Accept all reasonable responses.)

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1. Rapid population growth is one reason for the
disappearance of forests, One way to compare
population growth rates among countries or
regions is to consider "doubling-times." ( The
glossary defines "doubling time " as the number
of years it would take for a place to double its
population if it continues to grow at its current
rate.) The program indicated that South Asia
has a doubting time of about 30 years.

Shown below are the doubting times for coun-
tries highlighted in the program. Have students
examine these doubling times and then specu-
late about the impact that these doubling times
would have on the use of natural resources
(wood, food, water, minerals) in each country.

1987 Doubting
Population Time

Nepal 17.6 million 28 years
Kenya 22.4 million 18 years
Brazil 141.5 million 33 years
West Germany 61.0 million Never*
Canada'" 29.9 million 91 years

_

*West Germany's population is declining, not
growing. Unless this trend reverses, it is un-
likely that the population will ever double.

"Doubling timetor the U.S. is 102 years; for the
world it is 40 years.

An excellent, inexpensive source of compara-
tive demographic, sovial, and economic data
for countries and world regions is the World
Population Data Sheet, available from:

Population Reference Bureau, Inc.
2213 M St. NW
Washington. DC, 20037
Phone: (202) 785-4664.

2. Assign students written reports, based on arti-
cles from 1,ews magazines, on the impact of
acid rain. Their research should show how acid
rain has a significant effect on the health of
forests in Canada and the United States and
affects relations between the two countries.
Have them use the Readers' Guide to Periodi-
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cal Literature, available in most libraries, as a
source of articles.

Stock footage for "South Asia: Why Are Forests
Disappearing?" was obtained from the following
sources.

Council of Forest Industries of
British Columbia
Shell International Petroleum Co.. Ltd.
Visnews Limited

Southeast Asia:
How Does Change Occur?

Movement of Ideas

Change is occurring all the time Discov-
eries are made every day in the areas of
science and medicine. New Inventions
and products are constantly being intro-
duced. These new machines, procedures,
information, and ideas often result in
changes in the way we live.
Change always begins with the introduc-
tion of something new. This innovation
can be a new machine, a new technique,
or new idea, Sometimes change occurs
when members of a group develop and
adopt an innovation themselves. Often,
however, change begins when an innova-
tion is borrowed by one group from
another.
The feelings of group members about the
innovation often determine whether or
not it will be adopted. Specifically, an
innovation is likely to be adopted if
potential users feel that it is consistent
with their cultural values, if it is easy to
understand and use, and if an immediate
advantage to using the innovation can be
seen.

Program Summary
New ideas about improving food production are
being developed every day. To have an impact on
world agriculture, these new ideas must be tested

0111,

and used by farmers. This program examiner how
new ideas are adopted by asking the question, 'I-low
does change occur?" It focuses on a case study in
the Philippines, a country in the region of Southeast
Asia.

The introductory material contains a brief overview
of the relationship between the production of rice
(the staple food) and population growth in South-
east Asia, and sets the stage for considering how
change occurs. Traditionally a balance existed be-
tween food production and population. Then the
population began to grow faster than food produc-
tion. Now, however, the balance between food and
people is being restored because farmers are using
new, innovative is to produce much more
rice.

The case study in this program focuses on a change
agent, a village headman, and farmers living in a
village north Manila. It makes five important
points.

1. The same rice production techniques have been
used for centuries.

2. 3ecause the population of the Philippines is
Li' owing so quickly, new farming techniques must
be adopted to increase food production.

3. It is the job of the change agent, working through
the village headman, to convince local farmers to
adopt new ideas about rice production.

4. To t2 adopted, the new idea must be consistent
with the culture of the people who will adopt it,
easy to understand and use, and an improvement
over the idea presently in use.

5_ There are consequences when a new idea is
adopted.
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The program also considers examples of situations
in which change agents in India, Guatemala, and the
United States work with farmers to encourage them
to adopt new ideas.

The program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by the adoption of
new ideas.

Glossary of Terms

change agentAn individual, such as an agricul-
tural extension agent, a Peace Corps volunteer, or
salesperson, who works to introduce new ideas into
a group and assure their adoption.

green revolutionTerm for modern agricultural ad-
vances, including new high yield varieties of seed,
fertilization, and cultivation techniques. These have
Increased production, especially in Asia, and have
narrowed the gap between population growth and
food needs.

InnovationA new idea, technique, or piece of
'nformation.

IrrigationThe artificial distribution of water by the
construction of channels from the water source or

ti ,
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storage place to the farm fields where water is
needed.

paddyFlooded fields in which rice is grown.

no-till plantingA single-pass planting technique
that involves opening a slot in the soil into which
seeds are dropped and covered, while leaving most
or all of the previous crop's residue on the soil sur-
face. Its purpose is to avoid soil erosion.

Before the Program
Ask students to examine the line graph that appears
on the handout for this lesson. Have them use the
following procedure to obtain information from the
line graph.

1. Inspect the title to determine the subject of the
graph. (The graph is about rice production per
person in the Philippines.)

2. Examine the labels on the X and Y axes to deter-
mine what information is displayed in the graph
and how it is organized. (The labels on the X axis
indicate that information is shown for every five
years from 1950 to 1985. The V axis label indicates

r
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that rice production per person is shown in
kilograms.)

3. Follow the path taker. ;.)y the line joining the
plotted points end Describe the changes that have
taken place. (The amount of rice produced per
person began to decline around 1955. After 1965,
however, the situation beget, to gradually im-
prove, as more and more rice was produced per
person.)

Tell students that the program asks the question,
"How does change occur?" It is about changes that
are taking place in agriculture in ale Philippines. The
changes explain why the food production situation
described in the line graph began to improve after
1965.

During the Program
At the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to to -ate on a map the countries in
which the case study and comparative examples are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. Have
them speculate about why the issue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

Ater the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1. Why do you think it is necessary for farmers in
the Philippines to adopt new farming prac-
tices? (Because their old farming practices are
not producing enough rice to meet the needs
of the rapidly growing population.)

2. What role does lbasan, the change agent, play
in the adoption of new ideas in San Berta tome?
(His role is to take new ideas that were devel-
oped and tested elsewhereat the Interna-
tional Rice Research Institute, for ex-
ample -- introduce them to the local farmers,
and encourage these farmers to use the new
ideas.

3. Why do you think I basan goes to see the village
headman before he visits the farmers in their
fields? (Because he needs the headman's sup-
port for his ideas. Without the headman's sup-
port, other villagers are unlikely to listen to
him.)

4. People are more likely to adopt new ideas if
they can see some advantage to using them.
lbasan recommended that the farmer plant his
rice in straight rows rather than in a random
pattern. From the farmer's point of view, what
were the advantages and disadvantages of
using this new way of planting rice? (Advan-

rages: More rice can be produced, resulting in
more income, making it possible to replace his
carabao ( water buffalo) with a motorized plow,
so that his sons will have mo,e spare time and
can go to school. Disadvantages: He will need
to hire people from the village to help him plant
the rice in straight rows, and their wages will
cost money.)

5. In what ways was the situation in India, shown
in the program, similar to that of the Philip-
pines? ( In both places, the same farming prac-
tices had been used for hundreds of years. In
both places, the population was growing
rapidly so that traditional farming techniques
could not produce enough food to meet peo-
ple's needs. In both cases, change agents
introduced new ideas and techniques. In both
cases, the situation improved.)

6. Why did the government of Guatemala use the
radio to spreai new ideas? ( Because the areas
into which the new ideas were to be spread
were extremely difficult to reach.)

7. How are new ideas introduced to farmers in the
United States? (By using change agents, such
as experts from state agricultural colleges and
county extension agents, just as in other parts
of the world.)

8. How are people's lives affected by the adoption
of new ideas? (Accept all reasonable re-
sponses.)

B. Local Community Application

1. Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. (Change is occurring all the time.
Often change begins when an innovation is
borrowed by one group from another. Change
agents wor:( to introduce new ideas into a
group and assure their adoption.)

2. Use the following steps to conduct the local
community application activity.

Identify the governmental agency that
houses the agricultural extension agent in
your area. (Even large cities have agricul-
tural extension agents.) Invite the agent to
your class.

Have students prepare questions before the
extension agent comes to class. (They might
ask, "What types of innovation do you try to
get adopted? Where did you learn about
them? Who are the people that you try to
convince? What methods do you use to
introduce people to new ideas? What char-
acteristics does a new idea need to have if it
is to be adopted by people in this area?")
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Have students prepare diagrams for display
that use the information gathered from the
agricultural extension agent to answer the
question, "How does change occur?"

3. Rephrase and pose the question that appeared
the end of the program, "How does the adop-

tion of new ideas affect the lives of people in
our community?"

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1. The case study in this program is a specific
illustration of a coroox phenomenon known
as the green revolution. (See the glossary for a
definition.) While the green revolution is gen-
erally viewed positively, critics have identified
many problems associated with it. Have stu-
dents collect information about the green revo-
lution from newspapers and news magazines
using the Readers' Guide to Periodical Litera-
ture as a source of articles. Ask students to use
the article to generate lists of "good news" and
"bad news" associated with the green revo-
lution.

2. Junior high and middle school students are
often "geographic illiterates." They don't have
any place-name knowledge. Teachers argue
that it is difficult to teach about Southeast Asia,
for example, when students don't know which
countries are in the region or where they are
located. These teachers are correct.

To help students become familiar with the
countries of this region and their locations you
might try the following activity: (You will need
to distribute blank outline maps of the region,
and you will also need data for the region's

countries, such as that which appears in the
World Population Data Sheet.)

Ask students a series of questions about the
region's countries that can be answered by
examining the data sheet. Then have them plot
their answers on the map, using an atlas as a
guide. You might ask

Which three countries in the region contain
the most people?

Which three countries have the lowest rate
of natural increase?

Which five countries in the region are the
poorest, as measured by low per-capita
Gross National Product (GNP)?

Which countries have the highest percent-
age of their population living in cities?

Which countries in the region have doubling
times of less than 30 years?

World Population Data Sheet is available from:
Population Reference Bureau, Inc.
2213 M Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20037.
Phone: (202) 785-4664.

Stock footage for "Southeast AM.. ,ow Does
Change Occur?" was obtained from the following
sources.

Asian Films
Agency for International Development and
Academy for Educational Development
International Rice Research InstituteIRR I
Purdue University Department of Agronomy
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements

Japan:
Why Does Trade Occur?

Movement

Human beings occupy places unevenly
across the face of the earth. Some live on
farms or in the country; others live in
towns, villages, or cities. Yet these people
interact with each other. They travel from
one place to another, they communicate
with each other, or they rely upon prod-
ucts and resources that come from
beyond their immediate environment.
The transportation and communications

lines that link every part of the world are
the most visible evidence of global inter-
dependence and the interaction of places.
These links demonstrate that most people
interact with other places almost every
day of their lives. This interaction may
invoke nothing more than a person in
Manitoba eating apples from British
Columbia, shipped to Winnipeg by rail or
truck. On a larger scale, international
trade demonstrates that no country is
completely self-sufficient.
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Program Summary
People everywhere use resources and products of
various sorts to meet their needs. Sometimes people
must obtain the things they need from other parts of
the world. This program examines how people
obtain the resources and products they need from
other parts of the world. It asks, "Why does trade
occur?" by focusing on a case study in Japan.

The introductory material contains a brief overview
of Japan's import needs to set the stage for consider-
ing why trade occurs. Maps demonstrate that Japan
uses much more energy than it produces. So Japan
must import much of its energy from other parts of
the world.

The case study in this program focuses on families
living in an urban, industrialized area in Japan. It
makes three important points.

1. Japan imports natural resources and products for
industry and for daily life.

2. Japan uses natural resources obtained from
abroad to manufacture a wide variety of goods.

3. These manufactured goods are sold within Japan,
but they also are exported around the world to
pay for more natural resources and products.

IiC

The program also considers examples of trade
occurring in West Germany and Kenya. In addition.
it shows business people in the United States learn-
ing the customs and traditions of their -ustomers. *ri
all comparative examples, trade occurs because no
country is completely self-sufficient.

The program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by imports and
exports.

Glossary of Terms
cartogram--A type of map on which the sizes of
places (e.g., nations, regions) are based on some
quantity other than area.

energy useThe consumption of energy resources
such as coal, petroleum, natural gas, water power,
nuclear power, geothermal energy, and wood to run
cars, heat buildings, generate electricity, and run
factories.

energy productionThe production of energy re-
sources such as coal, petroleum, natural gas, water
power, nuclear power, geothermal energy, and
wood.

exportsGoods and services that are sold to foreign
people, businesses, or governments.

importsGoods and services that are brought into
one nation from other nations.

natural resourceAn element of the natural envi-
ronment that is viewed as useful to a group's
survival.

Before the Program
Have students examine Map 1 that appears on the
handout for this lesson. Tell them that this map has
been divided in regions and that the map shows the
shapes and sizes of the regions quite accurately.

Next, have them look at Map 2, which is about
energy consumption. Ask them to compare Japan
on the two maps. Ask them to report on the shape
and size of the Vw...) Japans. (The shapes are the
same, but the size of Japan on Map 2 is much
bigger.)

Tell students that Map 2 is a cartogram. On carto-
grams, the size that regions are drawn is important.
On Map 2, the size of a region tells how much energy
per person is consumed or used in that region corn
pared to other regions. The regions that consume
more energy per person are drawn bigger than the
regions that consume less energy per person. The
rut° of cartograms is

Bigger Means More, Smaller Means Less
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Have students compare Southwest Asia and Japan
on Map 2. Ask, "Which region is bigger? What does
that mean on a cartogram?" (Japan is drawn bigger.
This means that it uses more energy perperson than
Southwest Asia does.)

Have students inspect Map 3. Point out that it is a
cartogram showing energy production per person.

Ask them to remember the rule of cartograms as
they compare Southwest Asia and Japan. (South-
west Asia is drawn larger, so it must produce more
energy than Japan.)

Finally, have students compare Japan on Maps 2
and 3. Ask them, "Does Japan produce more energy
than it uses?" Remind students to use the rule of
cartograms to answer this question. (No, the carto-
gram of energy use shows Japan much larger,
indicating that Japan uses much more energy than it
produces.)

Tell students that since Japan uses more energy
than it produces, it must import much of the energy
that it needs from other parts of the world. What is
true of energy resources is also true of other things.
The Japanese must import many of the resources
and products that they need.

Tell students that this program asks the question,
"Why does trade occur?" They will learn how the
Japanese obtain the resources and products that
they need from other parts of the world.

During the Program
At the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to locate on a map the countries in
which the case study and comparative examples are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. Have
them speculate about why the issue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

After the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1. This program asks the question, "Why does
trade occur?" How would you answer this
question now that you have seen the program?
( The people of Japan must import certain prod-
ucts and resources to meet their needs, but
they must pay for these imports. To do this,
they make products, most of which are ex-
ported to other countries. People in these
countries, in turn, pay companies in Japan for
these products.)

2. What evidence did you see in this p ogram to
suggest that the Japanese are not self-suffi-

cient in terms of the p: °ducts and resources
they use to meet their needs? ( The Japanese
must import energy resources, foodssuch as
bananas, butter, wheat, and salmoncoal and
iron ore, aluminum, plastics, and machines to
help meet their needs.)

3. What are some of the products that Japan
exports to other countries? (Cars and
cameras.)

4. Are the West Germans self-sufficient in terms
of the products and resources they use to meet
their needs? (No, they must import products
and resources. in order to pay for them, they
manufacture products like Airbuses for sale to
other countries.)

5. What products does Kenya export to pay for
the things like automobiles, clothing, and mag-
azines that it imports? ( Kenya mainly exports
agricultural products, such as pineapples.)

6. Why were the American business people
shown in the program learning Japanese cus-
toms and traditions? (Because the United
States, like other countries, is dependent on
imports. To pay for them, the United States
must export products as well. To be successful
exporters and business people must be sensi-
tive to the customs and traditions of their
customers. )

7. How are people's lives affected by imports and
exports? (Accept all reasonable responses.)

B. Local Community Application

1. Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. ;People interact with each other.
They rely on products and resources that
come from beyond their immediate environ-
ment.)

2. Use the following steps to conduct the local
community application activity.

* Have students generate a list of product
and resources that are "imported" into your
community from other places. This task can
be accomplished by having them do a sur-
vey of items in their own homes or in local
stores and other businesses. Have students
take note of the origin of each item identi-
fied. You can choose to focus only on items
from other countries, but you might also
include items from other states or provinces
in your list of imports.

Have students generate a list of products
and resources that are "exported" from your
community to other places. Students might
survey local large and small companies to
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determine what is shipped out. The local
Chamber of Commerce cpn help in this task.
Have students take note of the destination of
each item identified. You can choose to
focus only on items that are sent to other
countries but might also include items sent
to other states or provinces on your list of
exports.

Once all the evidence is collected, you might
have students write an essay describing
your community's linkages to other parts of
the world. Ask students also to address the
following question in their essays, "How do
imports and exports affect the lives of people
living in our community?"

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1. A great deal of attention has been given in
recent years to the "Pacific Rim"the rim-
shaped arc of countries that begins with Aus-
tralia and New Zealand and extends north
through Southeast Asia and into China, Japan,
and Korea, catching the Soviet Union on its
Pacific Coast. The rim then extends south
along the west coasts of North, Central, and
South America. Attitudes towards the Pacific
Rim are very mixed in Canada and the United
States today. On the one hand, we are geo-
graphically and economically a part of the rim
and benefit from the stronger economic ties
that reach across the Pacific. On the other
hand, the countries of the Asian portion of the
rim are perceived as a growing threat to jobs in
our countries.

Have students find newspaper and magazine
articles dealing with the Pacific Rim. Have
them consider such questions as, "How has
trade among Pacific Rim countries increased
in recent years?" "How have politicians in
Canada and the United States responded to
the increase in exports from Asian countries to
our countries?" "Which countries in Asia are
posing a threat to Japan as the dominant coun-
try in the Asian portion of the Pacific Rim?"
Have students use the Readers' Guide to Peri-
odical Literature, available in most libraries, as
a source of articles.

2. Ask students to write up a case study describ-
ing a global connection. Have them begin by
thinking about people who have connections
or relationships with people in another coun-
try. On their list, they may include some of the
following people.

Tourists
Salespeople
Spies
Refugees
Sports players
Missionaries
Fashion designers
Smugglers

Then ask them to look in magazines and news-
papers for background information. What they
are looking for is an example of some connec-
tion between individuals, companies, or gov-
ernments--a connection that reaches from
one country to another or from one part of the
world to another.

Once they have an example of global connec-
tion and have gathered some background
information, they are ready to develop their
case studies. Ask students to answer three
questions in their case studies.

What countries or regions are involved?

What individual or groups of people are
involved, and what are they doing that
makes a global connection?

What are the consequences of the con-
nection?

Stock footage for "Japan: Why Does Trade Occur?"
has been obtained from the following sources.

ATVThe Atlantic Television System, Halifax,
Nova Scotia
Council of Forest Industries of British Columbia
International Air Transport Association
Norman Miller, African/Caribbean Institute
Mitsui OSK Line
Tele Japan USA
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements
Visnews Limited
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Soviet Union:
Why Does Planning Occur?

Location
Resources are unevenly distributed over
the face of the Earth. Coal and timber,
for example, are resources necessary for
the operation of modern industries Yet
many developed nations do not have
major coal and timber resemes. Others,
such as the Soviet Union, have coal and
timber, but not where they are needed by
industry. These nations must make
arrangements that guarantee a continu-
ing flow of resources from where they
are found to where they are needed.
Knowledge of locations and their charac-
teristics is a key aspect of understanding
interdependence at local regional,
nationa4 and global scales

Program Summary
People use resources to meet their needs, Countries
often develop plans or strategies to determine where
their resources are located and how they will be
used. This program addresses the question, "Why
does planning occur?" it focuses on case studies in
the Soviet Union

The introductory material contains a brief overview
of the distribution of natural resources in the Soviet
Union to set the stage for considering why planning
occurs. The Soviet Union is a vast area containing
many resources . The major untapped deposits are
located, however, in the eastern part of the region,
but they are needed in the West. Government plan-
ners decide how, when and where to exploit these
resources and how to get them from where they are
found in the East to where they are needed in the
West.

The case study in this program focuses on two fami-
lies living in eastern Siberia. One lives in Ust- liimsk
where the mother is a planner for the local timber
plant. The other family lives in Nerungry where the
father operates a coal shovel at the world's largest
open pit coal mine. The case study makes five impor-
tant points.

1. The Soviet Union is divided into planning regions.
Government planners decide what each planning
region will contribute to the others.

2. Planners in each planning region decide how
much timber cod coal they will need. Planners in
Ust-llimsk and Nerungry must make sure that
demands are met and that resources reach their
destinations.

3. Ust-llimsk and Nerungry were built by the gov-
ernment to house workers involved in exploiting
timber (in Ust-llimsk) and coal (in Nerungry).

4. Both cities ship resources to the western part of
the Soviet Union by train, especially by the
recently completed Biakal-Amur Mainline (BAM)
Railway.

5. Nerungry exports coal to Japan on the Trans-
Siberian Railway and ships.

The program also considers examples of situations
in which planning occurs in the Netherlands, Japan,
and the United States.

The program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by planning.

Glossary of Terms
exploit (resources)To use

exportGoods and services that are sold to foreign
people, businesses or governments.

fish farmingThe use of a body of water for the
raising and harvesting of fish. Japan is among the
world's leaders in fish farming.

natural resourceAn element of the natural envi-
ronment that is valued as useful to a group's survival.

nonrenewable resourceA natural resource that
cannot be restored or replenished once it is used
(coal, natural gas, iron ore, and petroleum are
examples.)

Before the Program
Point out to students that "where?" is the question
that defines geography. Asking and answering
"where" questions can help us understand a number
of problems faced by people.

Have students examine the table that appears in the
handout for this lesson. Mention that the Soviet
Union extends into two continentsEurope and
Asia. The table distinguishes between the European
and Asian parts of the region. Make sure students
carefully consider the table's footnote. It will help
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them understand the table itself, and it will prepare
them for the map of Soviet economic activities and
the statements made about it during the animated
portion of the program.

Ask students some geographic questions based on
the table. Ask them, "Where do more people livein
the European (western) or Asian (eastern) part of
the Soviet Union?" (More people-74 percentlive
in the West, but only 26 percent live in the East.)
"Where is more timber found, in the East or the
West?" (The East has 77 percent, the West only 23
percent.)

Ask students to develop some geographic questions
of their own, based on the table. (They might ask,
"Where does more industry existin the East or
West?" "Where are more fuel and energy resources
foundin the East or the West?")

Have students find answers to the questions they
have developed. ( Industry is mainly in the West. Fuel
and energy resources tire found in the East.)

Then point out that these geographic conditions
create a major problem for the Soviets. People and
industry are mostly located in the West, but re-
sources are mainly in the East.

Tell students that this program asks the question,
"Why Does Planning Occur?" It is about how the
Soviets deal with this problem of locationthis
question of "Where?"

..e
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During the Program
At the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to locate on a map the countries in
which the case study and comparative examples are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. Have
them speculate about why the issue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

Alter the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1. What problem does the location of people and
resources cause for the Soviets? (Most of the
resources needed today are in the East, but the
population using them is in the West.) You
might tell students that the European part of
the Soviet Union was once rich in coal, iron
ore, aluminum, and other raw materials. These
nonrenewable resources, however, have been
depleted over the years in the West. Deposits in
the East, on the other hand, are only recently
beginning to be exploited.

2. Why are the cities of Ust- llimsk and Nerungry
located where they are? (Both are located
close to major natural resource sites. Ust-
Ilimsk is near forests, Nerungry near a major
coal deposit. They were built there to house
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workers involved in exploiting these re-
sources.)

3. How are the resources found in Ust-ilimsk and
Nerungry transported to where they are
needed? (Mainly by rail and to Japan by train
and ship.) You could explain that both cities
ship resources to the western part of the Soviet
Union mainly by the Biakal-Amuk Mainline
(BAM) Railway. Nerungry exports coal to
Japan via the Trans-Siberian Railway to Vladi-
vostok and then by ship.

4. According to the program, what is the task of
planners in the Soviet Union? (To decide how,
when, and where to exploit resources and how
to get them from where they are found to where
they are needed )

5. Why are people in the Netherlands concerned
about decisions made about how iand is used?
(Because land is scarce. )

6. Why are the Japanese concerned about assur-
ing a continued supply of fish? What is one of
the ways in which planners have tried to solve
this problem? ( The Japanese dependon fish to
supply about 50 percent of their protein needs.
Fish farming is one way they have tried to
assure a continued supply of fish.)

7. How have planners in the United States solved
the problem of getting oil from where it is
found in Alaska to where it is neeclad? (They
decided to build an 800-mile pipeline from the
source of oil to Valdez, Alaska. From there, the
oil is sent by ship to the state of Washington.)

8. How are people's lives affected by planning?
(Accept all reasonable answers.)

B. Local Community Application

1. Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. ( People use resources to meet
their needs. In many situations, planners de-
cide how, when, and where to exploit these
resources and how to get them from where
they are found to where they are needed.)

2, Use the following steps to conduct the local
community application activity.

identify a governmental agency that does
planning in your area. Although neither
Canada nor the United States does plan-
ning on the scale of ;he Soviet Union, plan-
ning does occur at the local, county, state,
or provincial and sometimes regional le; zl
in both countries. Try to find an agency that
is involved in planning for the locations of

such developments as a new school, a new
highway, or new industries. Invite a planner
from this agency to your class.

Have students prepare questions before the
planner comes to class. ( They might ask,
"What sorts of planning do you do? Why is
planning of this sort necessary? What do
you consider when you decide on a location
for something?")

Have students prepare displays that use the
information gathered from the planner to
answer the question, "Why does planning
occur?"

3. Rephrase and pose the question that appeared
at the end of the program, "How does planning
affect the lives of people in our area?"

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1. The recently completed Baikal-Amuk Mainline
(BAM) Railway runs from Ust-Kut, near Lake
Baikal, to the city of Komosoisk, on the Amur
River near the Pacific Coast. It runs parallel to
the Trans-Siberian Railroad and between 100
to 500 miles (160 to 800 kilometers) to the
north. it is the railroad that connects the two
case study cities to the outside world. It is
called the "road of resources" by the Soviets.

Have your students do research on BAM, fo-
cusing on the problems associated with its
construction (building on permafrost, cold
weather), the impact that it has on the Soviet
economy (making it possible to move re-
sources to where they are needed), and the in-
fluence of the railway on settlement patterns in
eastern Siberia (settlement concentrates along
the length of the railway). Have them use the
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, avail-
able in most libraries, as a source of articles.

2. Two magazines published in the Soviet Union,
Soviet Union and Soviet Life are available in
major libraries and on newsstands in this coun-
try. They are in English.

Have students examine hack issues of these
magazines to find articles dealing with life in
the eastern portion of the Soviet Union.

Have them use this information to create dis-
plays focusing on life in Siberia.

Stock footage for "Soviet Union: Why Does Planning
Occur?" has been obtained from the following
sources.

Alyeska
Pendleton Productions, Inc.
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East Asia:
Why Do People Live Where They Do?

Location
The world can be divided into areas
inhabited by large numbers of people and
regions that are almost uninhabited.
More than two thirds of the world's popu-
lation lives on jus seven percent of the
earth's land surface. Places with large
population concentrationssuch as East-
ern North America, Western Europe,
South Asia, japan and other parts of
Eastern Asiahave certain characteris-
tics in common. They are generally low-

lying, with fertile soils and temperate
climate.
People tend to avoid certain types of
environment. In general, they prefer not
to live in regions that are too dry, too wet,
too cold, or too mountainous for such
activities as agriculture.

Program Summary
The world's population is unevenly distributed over
the face of the earth. In some parts of the world there
are almost no people, but in other parts of the world,
there are major concentrations of people. This pro-
gram considers the reasons for th., way the popula-
tion is distributed by addressing the question, "Why
do people live where they do?" It focuses on a case
study in China, a country in the region of East Asia.

The introductory material contains a brief overview
of population distribution in East Asia and China. It
sets the stage for a considing why people live where
they do. A map shows that in China population is
concentrated iri the cm.:!I'rn Dart of the country. The
case study in this program focuses on a rarmiy iivii 1g
on a cooperative farm near the capital city of Beijing.
It makes three important points.

1. In the eastern half of China (Agricultural China),
the soils are fertile, there is plenty of water, and
the growing season is adequate.

2. Therefore, plenty of food can be grown and large
numbers of people can be supported.

3. In the western half of China (Outer China), the
soil is poor, water is scarce, and the growing sea-

son is short. As a result, less food can be grown
there, and f, ever people can be supported.

1 he program also considers population distribution
in Egypt, Japan, and Canada. The factors affecting
population distribution are highlighted in each case.

The program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by where they live.

Glossary of Terms
area-value mapA map on which information is
plotted by the area units (e.g., counties, provinces,
states) used for collecting the information.

cooperativeA large farm unit, owned by the gov-
ernment, which is farmed and administered collec-
tiiely by these who live there.

growing seasonThe number of days between the
last frost of spring and the first frost of fall.

map legendAn explanation of what the symbols
on a map represent.

plateauAn extensive level stretch of land raised
above the surroundmg landscape.

population densityThe number of people per
square mile or kilometer.

population distributionWhere people are located
on the surface of the earth.

_0014141;;.4.
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Before the Lesson
Tell students that this lesson is about population
distributionwhere people are located on the sur-
face of the earth, Indicate that an area-value map is a
good way to portray population distribution.

Ask students to use the information and the blank
map that appears on the handout for this lesson to
construct an area value map of China. Have them
use the following procedure to construct this map.
(The term population density is explained in the
Glossary.)

1. Plot the information. Transfer the information
from the table to each province and other at ea nn
the map. Copy the population densities onto the
map lightly in pencil.

2. Group the information. The information plotted in
the first step must be simplified. This is done by
grouping the information into categories. On this
map, population densities are grouped into
"h" jh," "medium," and "low" categories. The
categories are always listed in the legend. Select a
color or pattern to represent each category. Then
fill in the boxes in the legend with the colors or
patterns that you selected.

3. Complete the map. Color or shade in each prov-
ince according to the category to which it be-
longs. For example, a province with a population
of 400 people per square kilometer should be
shaded or colored to show that it is in the high
category.

4. Givi the map a title. The title of the table used to
construct the map will help in this task.

5. Add a footnote to the map. Indicate the source of
the information used and any definitions that will
be helpful to the map user.

When students have completed their maps have
them discover what the map says about population
distribution in China. Ask them to answer the follow-
ing questions:

1. In what part of China is population density high-
est? (In the east central part of the country. )

2, Where is population density lowest? (In the North
and West.)

Tell students that the program asks the question,
"Why do people live where they do?" It will explore
the factors that help explain the distribution of
population in China that they just plotted.

During the Program
Al the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to locate on a map the countries in

which the case study and comparative excmp1es are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. hi3ve
them speculate about why the issue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

After the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1. Why do you think the world's population is
unevenly distributed over the face of the earth?
(Because there are certain places where pea-
pie prefer not to live, especially regions that are
too dry or too wet or too cold. People generally
prefer not to live in areas that are too moun-
tainous either, but there are significant excep-
tions in Central and South America and in
Africa. On the other hand, there are places,
generally low-lying, with good soils and cli-
mate, where people cluster: Japan, East Asia,
South Asia, Europe, and parts of the United
States and Canada are examples. There is also
a major population concentration in Southeast
Asia. )

2. In this program, the girl asks her father why
most of the people live in the eastern part of
China, in Agricultural China, while few live in
the West, in Outer China. How would you
answer her question? (In Agricultural China,
the soil is good, there is plenty of water, and
crops can be grown all year round. As a result,
plenty of food can be grown there and the
region can support a large population. In Outer
China, the soil is poor, water is scarce, and the
growing season is short. As a result, less food
can be grown there and fewer people can be
supported.)

3. The program mentions that in the area of the
Evergreen Cooperative there are four distinct
seasons. It also mentions that it is situated ir. a
part of the country in which crops can crow all
year around, How is it possible to grow crops
year around when there are four distinct sea-
sons? ( The people on the Evergreen Coopera-
tive make extensive use of greenhouses. Be-
cause they grow food all year round, they have
named it the "Evergreen Cooperative.")

4. Why do almost all of the people in Egypt live
quite close to the Nile River? (Egypt is a dry
country, so the location of water is important.
Since most Egyptians are farmers, they must
locate close to waterthat means close to the
Nile. )

5. What two elements of the natural environment
most affect population distribution in Japan?
(a. The mountains: Few people live in the cen-
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fret! parts of the islands of Japan where it is
mountainous. b. The lowlands: Mast people
live in the lowlands where agricugure takes
place and where it is easier to build cities. )

6. Why is the population of Canada concentrated
near the border with the United States? (The
distribution rs affected by the location of har-
bors and major rivers and waterways which
attract urban activities. The distribution is also
influenced by climate. People prefer not to live
where it is as cold as northern Canada. )

7. How are people's lives affected by. where they
live? (Accept all reasonable responses.)

B. Local Community Application

1. Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. ( The human population is concen-
trated in certain places. There are other places
that people tend to avoid. It is pos;.ibie to iden-
tify reasons for both population concentra-
tions and voids).

2. Use the following steps to conduct the local
community applications activity.

Indicate to students that some interesting
changes have occurred in the distribution of
population in each state or province since
1970. Many areas outside metropolitan
areas are growing, while some metropolitan
areas are shrinking.

Have students follow the procedure outlined
in the "Before the Lesson" activity in this
lesson to create an area-value map of your
qtate or province showing population
change. Use the county as the unit area.
Have students plot data on population
change in each county since 1970. Have
them group the population change figures
into "high," "medium" and "low" categories.
(These data are available for states or prov-
inces through the government census
bureau. Publications concerning your state
or province can be found in your local
library.)

Have students examine the finished maps.
Ask them to identify areas of growth and
decline in your state or province. Ask them
to speculate about why these areas grew or
declined in population between 1970 and
the present.

3. Pose this question, "How are people's lives in
our state or province affected by where they
live?"

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1. The World Population Data Sheet contains a
wide variety of social, demographic, and eco-
nomic information for more than one hundred
countries. Have students use a column of
information from this source (life expectancy,
for instance) to construct an area-value map.
They should follow the procedure introduced
in the "Before the Program" activity for this
lesson. Students will need to choose an appro-
priate outline map for this activity. Students
may also need atlases to help them locate
countries on the outline map. Note that stu-
dents will need to group the information used
to construct their maps into categories in order
to create a useful map. Have them identify
high, medium, and low categories. Suggest
that students create categories that have about
the same number of countries in them.

2. As China has improved its relations with Can-
ada and the United States, more and more arti-
cles have appeared in news magazines about
China. Have students do reports on the chang-
ing relations between the United States or
Canada and China, based on articles in these
magazines. Have them use the Readers' Guide
to Periodical Literature as a source of articles.

Stock footage for "East Asia: Why Do People Live
Where They Do?" has been obtained from the fol-
lowing sources.

ACCESS NETWORK
Japan Information Service,
Consulate General of Japan
Visnews Limited
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Australia/New Zealand:
Why Is the World Shrinking?

Movement
The earth's surface can be thought ofas a
sheet of malleable material. Changes in
transportation and communications sys-
tems can make it shrink or stretch.
The need to move goods, people, and
ideas from piece to place as rapidly as
possible ba:i resulted in major changes in
transportaiion and communications sys-
tems. ,ff distance is measured in time,
'Tither than in miles or '

changes have been "shrinking" the world
we live in.

The amount of time-shrinkage is not the
same everywhere in the worms in fact, a
place that is not 'plugged into" the mist-
ing transportation or communications
system may find that its "time-distance" to
other places is not shrinking at all. It may
actually be getting more isolated from
other places in terms of the time it takes
to reach them.

t
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Program Summary
Extensive networks of transportation and communi-
cation link people together. The desire to move
goods, people, and ideas from place to place as
rapidly as possible has resulted in major changes in
transportation and communications systems. This
program examines the effects of these changes in
transportation and communication by addressing
the question "Why is the world shrinking?" It focuses
on a case study in Australia, a country in the region
of Austre' ia/New Zealand.

The introductory material contains a brief overview
of changes in transportation between Australia and
the United States. This sets the stage for considering
why the world is shrinking. While distance can be
measured in miles and kilometers, it can also be
measured in time. With improvements in transporta-
tion and communication, the physical distances
between places does not change, but the time-
distance does. This has the effect of bringing Austra-
lia closer and closer to other places in terms of travel
time.

The case study in this program focuses 3n a whole-
sale florist and his family living near Brisbane, Aus-
tralia. It makes five important points.

1. Transportation and communications systems link
places together.

2. Improvements in these systems bring the places
close together in terms of time-distance.

3. Places that are brought closer together in time
distance can interact more easily than they did
before the improved linkages existed.

4. This interaction permits greater access to places
and products around the world.

5. This access affects the places that are linked.

The program also considers examples of situations
in which transportation improvements have had a
positive effect on people in Mexico and Canada. It
also illustrates how the elimination of transportation
links in the United States can actually move places
farther apart in terms of time distance.

The program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by changes in trans-
portation and communication.

Glossary of Terms

communicationsThe means by which ideas or
messagesin oral or written formare moved be-
tween places.

intematkirral Date LineA line that generally fol-
lows the 1t degree meridian (line of longitude). The

time zone on its west side is one calendar day ahead
of that on the east side of the date line.

Northern HemisphereThe half of the earth north of
the equator.

time-distanceThe amount of time involved in mov-
ing between two places.

transportation The means by which goods and
people are mcm.d between places.

Southern Hemisphere The half of the earth south
of the equator.

Before the Program
Ask students to read the case study that appears on
the handout for this lesson. Have them answer the
following questions about the case study. You might
have them write up their answers in paragraph form.

1. Why are developments in transportation so im-
portant Tat ia? (They are important because
of Aust, isolation from the rest of the world.)

2. How has ti.ne-distance (defined in the Glossary)
between Australia and the rest of the world
changed? (Time-distance has been reduced by
the use of modern means of transportation and
communicationairplanes, fast ships, and tele-
phones.)

3. Speculate about the consequences for the Aus-
tralians of this reduced travel distance. (Accept
eny reasonable response.)

Tell students that this program asks the question.
"Why is the world shrinking?" It is about changes in
transportation and communication and the impact
that they have on time-distance between Australia
and the rest of the world. The program also consid-
ers how people's lives are affected by changes in
time-distance.

During the Program
At the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to locate on a map the countries in
which the case study and comparative examples are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. Have
them speculate about why the it;sue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

After the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1. This program asks the question, "Why is the
world shrinking?" How would you answer this
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question now that you have seen the program?
(Changes in transportation and communica-
tion sometimes reduce the time-distance in-
volved in mov,,.'g between places. This has the
effect of moving these places closer together
in terms of travel time.)

2. What types of transportation and communica-
tion changes were described in the program?
(Mainly changes in air travel and telephone
communication.)

3. Why do you think the florist in the United
States ordered flowers from Australia? ( It was
winter in the United States. The florist may not
have been able t3 get the supplies he needed
from U. S. sources. In Australia, it is summer
time and fresh flowers are available. A tele-
phone call to a wholesale supplier in Australia
is quick and easy to make. Also, the flowers
can get to the United States in less than two
days, still fresh.)

4. Why are vacationers only now able to enjoy
Candm. Mexico? (Because transportation im-
provements have recently reduced the time-
distance between Cancun and the places vaca-
tioners livethe United States, Canada, and
Europe, for example. This has had the effect of
bringing Cancun closer to potential vaca-
tioners, making it easier for them to get to
Cancun.)

5. Why are Canadian lobster fishermen in Nova
Scotia able to sell their fresh, live lobsters in
France? (Because improvements in transpor-
tation and communication have reduced the
time-distance between Nova Scotia and
France. This has had the effect of bringing
those places closer together. The French mar-
ket is now easier to reach from Canada.)

6. Why is it possible to say that "the world is
stretching" when a bus route joining two places
is cancelled? ( Because this type of transporta-
tion change increases the time-distance be-
tween the places joined for bus riders. This has
the effect of moving these places farther apart
for these people, making travel much more
difficult.)

7. How are people's lives affected by changes in
transportation and communication? (Accept
all reasonable responses.)

B. Local Community Application

1. Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. ( The earth's surface can be thought
of as a sheet of malleable material. As a result
of changes in transportation and communica-
tions systems, it can shrink or it car, stretch.)

2. Use the following steps to conduct the local
community application activity:

Have students identify the transportation
and communications systems that link your
community to other places. ( They might
identify systems such as highways, tele-
phones, mail service, bus linos, trains, or
airlines.)

Invite someone from your local Chamber of
Commerce to class. Ask the representative
to discuss your town's transportation and
communications connections to other
places and the significance of these connec-
tions. Have students find out what plans are
being made to assure that your community
will be "plugged into" the best existing
transportation and communications sys-
tems in the future. For example, what is
being done to expand airline service be-
tween your community and other places?

a Have students prepare reports based on
what they learn that addresses the question,
"How have (or will) changes in transporta-
tion and communications affect the lives of
people in our community?" Students should
be encouraged to complete the assignment
in a variety of ways. The report might be in
written form, drawn as cartoons, put on an
audio or videotape, expressed as play or
television show, or in any other appropriate
medium.

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1. In the video program Ron Walker, the Australian
florist says, "You've got the International Date
Line to consider." But how many people con-
sider the International Date Line, or even
understand it? Have students do some library
research on the International Date Line. Ask
them to report on their findings using a medium
of their own choosing, a drawing, an essay, or
cartoons, for example. The purpose of the
report should be to help other people under-
stand what the International Date Line is and
how it affects east-west movement across the
Pacific Ocean.

2. There are very few airlines that are more
closely identified with their home countries
than Qantas is with Australia. Have students
contact a Qantas office and request informa-
tion about the airline. Ask students to create
displays for the class bulletin hoard that illus-
trate Qantas' growing global connectionsair
routes and schedules, use of toll-free numbers,
and historical development are a few ex-
amples.
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Here are some addresses for Qantas.
Honolulu: Waikiki Trade Center,
2255 Kuhio Avenue
Los Angeles: 3550 Wilshire Blvd,
Suite 1034
San Francisco: 350 Post Street
Toronto: 80 Bloor Street West,
Suite 1704
Vancouver: 1055 Dunsmuir Street,
Suite 1714
Washington, D.C.: 1825 K. Street,
Suite 1210AT&T

Stock footage for "Australia /New Zealand: Why Is
the World Shrinking?" has been obtained from the
following sources.

ATVThe Atlantic Television System,
Halifax, Nova Scotia

FONATURMexico's National Trust Fund
for Tourism Development
Hyatt International Hotels & Resorts
International Telecommunications
Satellite Organization
International Air Transport Association
J. Walter Thompson USA
Japan Information Service,
Consulate General of Japan
Mexicana Airlines
Qantas Airlines
Travelview International
Visnews Limited

North Africa/Southwest Asia:
What Are the Consequences of Change?

Place
People are constantly exposed to
innovationsnew ideas and techniques.
Every spring farmers are urged to use a
new herbicide to combat weeds. Almost
daily families are urged to purchase new
products. Teachers are regularly
approached by salespeople describing the
virtues of a new textbook.
When people adopt an innovation or
begin to use it, there are always conse-
quences. 773e consequences are the results
or effects of adopting the innovation.
While there is a tendency to assume that
most inn-vations are "good" for the
people who adopt them, that is not always
the case. Sometimes the consequences of
change cannot be anticipated.

Program Summary
Water is a resource used by people everywhere.
People in some parts of the world, especially the
women, spend a great deal of time getting water, a

11.1110111....1111smmwm

basic human need. Often the water is not clean, and
it is dangerous to drink,

Today, efforts are being made to improve water
supplies through new methods of obtaining and
storing water. When new methods are adopted,
there are always consequences.

This program addresses the question "What are the
consequences of change?" It focuses on a case
study related to water in Tunisia, a country in the
region of North Africa/Southwest Asia.

A brief overview of the importance of water in North
Africa/Southwest Asia sets the stage for a consider-
ation of the consequences of adopting new methods
of managing water.

The case study in this program focuses on a family

living near the city of Kairouan, math of Tunis, in

central Tunisia. It makes five important points.

1. Getting enough water has always been a chal-
lenge in this region.

2. People's lives are profoundly affecy'd by an uncer-
tain water supply.

3. When the people adopt a new method for han-
dling water by installing a government-supported
well, they receive a constant supply of fresh, clean
water.
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4. When this new technology is adopted, there are a
number of consequences.

5. Water is a limited resource that must not be
wasted.

The program also considers examples in which new
methods of handling water are adopted in Australia,
Brazil, and the United States, In each casethe
Wivenhoe Dam on the Brisbane River in Australia,
the ltaipu Dam on the Parana River dividing Brazil
and Paraguay, and the dams and waterways in the
Central Valley of Californiathe consequences of
adapting new methods of water management are
also considered.

The program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by change.

Glossary of Terms
aqueductA system of tubes, pipes, channels, and
support structures through which water is carried
from a source to where it is needed. The force of
gravity is usually used to carry the water.

basic human needsWhat is absolutely necessary
for humans to survive. Among these needs are the
needs for oxygen, water, food, elimination of wastes,
and rest and sleep.

consequenceAn effect or result that follows from
an action.

irrigationThe artificial distribution of water by the
construction of channels from the water source or
storage place to the farm fields where water is
needed.

nomadsMembers of a migratory group whose way
of life is based on animal herding.

pomegranatesThe edible fruit of a pomegranate
tree. This fruit has a tough, reddish rind. It contains
many seeds enclosed in a juicy, red pulp with a
mildly acid flavor.

Before the Program
Ask students to examine the map that appears on the
handout for this lesson. Be sure that they under-
stand what the symbols mean on the map.

Have students write paragraphs describing what the
map says about the natural setting of this region.
(Their paragraphs should indicate that North Africa/
Southwest Asia is a dry area covered by a vast
expanse of deserts and dry grasslands.)

Then have students speculate about major issues
faced by people in this region. Ask them, "Based on
what the map says about the natural setting, what do
you think is the major concern faced by people in

,11

this region?" (Accept all speculative statements and
record them for later use.)

Tell students that this program asks the question,
"What are the consequences of change?" It is about
the way people in the region deal with a major
concern.

During the Program
At the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to locate on a map the countries in
which thp case study and comparative examples are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. Have
them speculate about why the issue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

After the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1. Why is North Africa/Southwest Asia called the
"Dry World"? (Because it receives very little
rain. As a consequence, it is covered with
deserts and dry grasslands.)

2. Based on what you saw in this program, what
would you now say is the major concern faced
by people in this region? (Water. Give students
a chance to review the list of speculative
statements generated earlier. Point out that
while people in this region have many con-
cerns, water is a major concern of everyone.)

3. What were some of the examples used by the
grandfather of Rasheed (the boy in the case
study) to illustrate that finding enough water
had always been a challenge in this area? (The
fact that the Romans built elaborate aqueducts
to carry water from the mountains; the fact that
women and children spent so much time carry-
ing water; the fact that people in ,"he area had
been nomadsconstantly moving their flocks
in search of water.)

4. What did Rasheed's father do to change the
way in which his family handled their water
problem? (He built a modern well, with gov-
ernment help.)

5. What were some of the consequences for
Rasheed's family of adopting a new way of
handling water? (They had a constant supply
of fresh, clean water. They could depend on
their pomegranate harvest to earn money.
People were healthier. His mother had more
time to do other things, such as weaving.
Rasheed had time to go to school and study.)



Program Outline and Textbook Correlation
Each Global Geography program features a world region and dramatizes an Issue important to
a topic usually treated in geography textbooks. Each program is based on one of the five
fundamental themes of contemporary geographic education and involve! students in the use
of important geographic skills. The heart of each program is a story line based on a case study
featuring a family with young teenagers in a particular setting. Comparative examples show
how the issues affect other people in other regions. The outline shows how these elements
have been combined in each program, and charts the specific region, setting, topic, issue,
theme, skill, story, and examples that are featured In each program.

The name of each program comprises the region and the Issue.

Global Geography programs and lessons correlate strongly with the most widely-used middle
school geography textbooks. The final page of the outline matches the content of the pro-
grams with chapters or units in 14 of the textbooks listed below. The editions chosen are the
most recent copyrights in widespread use in the United States. The abbreviations in boldface
are those used on the matrix.

Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
World Geography, Herbert H. Gross, 1986. A & B

D. C. Heath and Company
World Geography, Charles F. Gritzner, 1987. Heath (1)
The World Past to Present, Barbara Radner Peque, 1987. Heath (2)
The World Today, 1987, Heath (3)

Laidlaw Brothers, Publishers
World Geography: A Physical and Cultural Approach, James L. Swanson,

1987. Laid law

McGraw-Hill School Division
World Geography, Gary Manson, 1989. M-H

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.
World Geography: People and Places, Francis P. Hunkins and David G.

Armstrong, 1984. Merrill
Scholastic Inc.

World Geography, Robert A. Harper and Joseph P. Stoltman, 1988.
Scholastic

Scott, Foresman and Company
Eastern Hemisphere, Dr. Joan Schreiber et al. 1983. S, F (1)
Our World Yesterday and Today, Dorothy Drummond and Bruce Kraig, 1988.

F (2)
People on Earth: A World Geography, D. Drummond and R. Drummond, 1986.

S, F (3)
Western Hemisphere, Joseph Stoltman, 1988. (not correlated)'

Silver Burdett Company
Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia, Kenneth S. Cooper, 1982. SB (1)
Canada and Latin America (Western Hemisphere), Gary Elbow, 1982. (not

correlated)*
A World View, Clyde P. Patton et al., 1987. SB (2)

Teacher's College Press
Global Geography, Alan Backler and Robert Hanvey. TCP

`Programs 1, 2, 6 and 7 contain comparative examples from Central and South America. Programs 1. 5. 6, and 10
contain comparative examples from Canada.
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GL
GE GRAPHY Program Outline

L

South Asia

Setting

Nepal

Topic

Forest Resources Why Are Forests Place
Disappearing?

Southeast Asia

Japan

Soviet Union

The Philippines

Japan

Soviet Union

Food Resources

Trade

Meeting Human
Needs

How Does Change
Occur?

Movement

Why Does Trade
Occur?

Movement

Why Does
Planning Occur?

Location

East Asia China Population Why Do People Location
Live Where
They Do?

, . .

Australia/
New Zealand

Australia Trade Why la the World
Shrinking?

Movement

North Africa/
Southwest Asia

Tunisia Change What Are the
Consequences of
Change?

Kenya Meeting Human How Do People
Needs Use Their

Environment?

Place

Relationships
within Places

Central and
South America

Brazil Population Why Do People
Move?

The Netherlands Land and Water

Movement

How Do People Relationships
Deal with Natural within Places
Hazards?
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Making inferences from
Graphs

Deforestation forces Shankar and his family to
go tar to find wood.

Kenya, Brazil,
West Germany, Canada

Obtaining !nformation from
Cartograms

Urban family's food, clothes, goods, and work
depend on trade.

West Germany, Kenya,
United States

Preparing and Obtaining
Information from Area-
Value Maps

Children on cooperative farm learn why
Eastern China is heavily populated, the West
less so.

tiniand A sing flonitt-enlia6 his children's aldtoSSai
respond a td one order from theion

Egypt, Japan, Canada

Mexico, Canada,
United States

Using Map Reading Sklis Rashid's family has more leisure and can grow
more pomegranates since they had a well
drilled.

Japan, France,
United States

Obtaining Information from
Bar Graphs

Family's children can go to school and get
medical care since they moved to the city.

Malaysia, Netherlands,
United States

Bangladesh..Japan, Canada
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24 42 20
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10 6, 26 18, 25, 19 23 38 25, 18, 9, 18, 21, 16,
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6. Why did Rasheed's grandfather warn him not
to waste water? (With their new well, water
seemed plentiful. But it was important for
Rasheed to realize that water, especially in this
region, is a limited resource.)

7. What were some of the consequences for
farmers when the Wivenhoe Dam was built in
Australia? (The water could be managed and
became available for cattle and irrigation when
it was needed.)

8. What ,ere some of the consequences of build-
ing thu Itiapu Dam in Brazil? (Electricity could
be produced for surrounding areas. The de-
velopers also hoped that the availability of
electricity would attract industry to the area.)

9. What were some of the consequences of build-
ing dams and waterways in the Central Valley
of California? (Water was available for irrigat-
ing farmers' fields, for recreational purposes,
to generate electricity, and for wildlife pre-
serves.)

10. How are people's lives affected by change?
(Accept all reasonable answers.)

B. Local Community Application

1 Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. (Water is a precious, but limited
resource. In many parts of the world, people
spend much of their time getting water that is
probably not clean. When new methods are
used to handle water, the supply improves.
There are always consequences when a new
idea or method is adopted.)

2. Use the following steps to conduct the local
community application activity.

Communities all over the United States and
Canada need to find new ways to guarantee
their citizens a continued supply of fresh, clean
water. Have students identify an example of
where this is happening in your area. You may
decide to focus on your city, county or some-
where in your state or province. (Officials of
your local water department can help identify
an appropriate example.)

Identify the governmental agency respons-
ible for water in the example chosen and
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invite a representative of that agency to
come to your class.

Have students prepare questions before the
representative comes to class. (They might
ask, "Where does the water you plan to use
come from? Is it surface water or ground
water? What methods will be used to tap that
water? What are the consequences of adoot-
ing that method of tapping the water?")

3. Have students prepare a display about water
problems in your area, based on information
obtained from the guest speaker and other
sources.

4. Rephrase and pose the question that appears
at the end of the program: "What are some of
the possible consequences of adopting new
methods of handling water for people living in
our area?" (Accept all reasonable answers. )

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1. A great deal of attention has been given in
recent years to what has been called, "water
wars." People in northern California are up in
arms because of the plan to carry water from
the Sacramento River south to Los Angeles.
Los Angeles officials argue that they will face a
water shortage within a few years. People in
northern California feel that diverting water
from the Sacramento River will create a waste-
land in their area.

Have students find newspapers and magazine
articles dealing with this situation. Have them
consider such questions as, "What is the plan
being proposed by the Los Angeles officials to
guarantee a continued supply of fresh clean
water for their community? What are the con-
sequences of adopting this plan for people in
Los Angeles and in northern California? What
are the consequences of not adopting this
plan?" Have students use the Readers' Guide
to Periodical Literature, available in most
libraries, as a source of articles.

2. Junior high and middle school students are
often "geographic illiterates." This means that

they don't have any place-name knowledge.
Teachers argue that it is difficult to teach about
North Africa/Southwest Asia, for example,
when students don't know which countries are
in the region or where they are located. These
teachers are correct.

To help students become familiar with the
countries of this region and their locations,
you might try the following activity. (You will
need to distribute blank outline maps of the
region, and you will also need data for the
region's countries, such as that which appears
in the World Population Data Sheet.)

Ask students a series of questions about the
region's countries that can be answered by
examining the data sheet. Then have them plot
their answers on the map, using an atlas as a
guide. You might ask,

Which three countries in the region contain
the most people?

Which three countries have the lowest rate
of natural increase?

Which five countries in the region are the
poorest, as measured by low per-capita
Gross National Product (GNP)?

Which countries have the highest percent-
age of their population living it cities?

Which countries in the region have eaubling
times of less than 30 years?

World Population Data Sheet is available from:
Population Reference Bureau, Inc.,
2213 M Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20037.
Phone (202) 785-4664.

Stock footage for "North Africa/Southwest Asia:
What Are the Consequences of Change?" has been
obtained from the following sources.

U.S. Committee for UNICEF
U.S. Department of Interior,
Bureau of Reclamation
Visnews Limited
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AfricaSouth of the Sahara:
How Do People Use Their Environment?

Relationships Within Places
Different people may view the same ele-
ment of their environment quite differ-
ently. Their various perceptions affect the
uses to udrich they put it. Consider rocks,
for exampk. Most people think that rocks
are for climbing over, sitting on, throw-
ing, or placing in a garden, But to miner-
alogists and geologists, rocks are sources
of minerals and metals. They are elements
of the environment that are critical to the
operation of a modern industrial society.
Groups of people will also develop chang-
ing views of an environmental element
over time. Again, perception affects use.
For sample, a useless area once consid-
ered too barren for farming in the United
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States and Canada later became a major
agricultural area when people changed
their perceptions of the prairies.
Why do people view or perceive things
differeniV? Their varied personal expe-
riences, avoidances, and attitudes toward
nature lead them to view and then use the
environment in different, sometimes con-
flicting, ways.

Program Summary
People use elements of the environment to meet
their needs. But often the way they use the environ-
ment changes. In some situations, people would like
to use the same environmental feature in different
ways. This program examines the question, "How do
people use their environment?" It focuses on a case
study in Kenya, a country in AfricaSouth of the
Sahara.

The introductory segment uses maps, graphs, and
pictures from the rest of the program to provide a
brief overview of the history of AfricaSouth of the
Sahara. This sets the stage for considering how
people use their environment. The maps demon-
strate than his region has experienced three distinct
historical periodstraditional, colonial, and inde-
pendent.

The case study in this program focuses on three
generations of one family living near Mt. Marsabit,
north of Nairobi. It makes three important points.

1. The study area, Mt. Marsabit, has been used in
four distinct ways by different groups over time.

2. Each group used the area differently because it
perceived or valued it differently.

3. At the present time, several groups are attracted
to Mt. Marsabit, each for its own reasons. This has
put a strain on the limited water resources of the
area.

The program also considers examples of environ-
mental use in Japan, France, and the United States.
In each case, it highlights the impact of a group's
perception of the way in which the environment
should be used.

Tne program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by how they use their
environment.



Glossary of Terms
Boran- A people who live in southern Ethiopia and
northern Kenya. Formerly they were nomadic herd-
ers of cattle. Today many Boran are farmers, but still
keep cattle.

environmentThe sum of the surrounding condi-
tions within which organisms or communities live.
The environment can be natural, human-made, or a
combination.

environmental perceptionThe mental image of the
physical environment held by an individual or a
group.

landfillThe disposal of trash and garbage by bury-
ing it under layers of earth.

nomadsMembers of a migratory group whose way
of life is based on animal herding.

strip miningThe removal of soil, for the purpose of
mining, to expose a vein of mineral near the surface
of the earth.

Before the Program
Ask students to examine the map that appears on the
handout for this lesson. Have them use the following
procedure to obtain information from the map.

1. Inspect the title to determine the subject of the
map. (The map is about public water projects in
Kenya.)

2. Decode the symbols. Some are contained in the
map legend. Others are not. ( Dots refer to places
with government-sponsored, public water
projects.)

3. Examine the scale. It will allow them to describe
distances on the map.

4. Use the direction indicator to find north. This will
make it easier to find and describe things on the
map. (North is at the top of this map.)

5. Discover what the map says by answering the
following questions.

In what part of Kenya can most of the govern-
ment public water projects be found? ( In the
southern part of the country.)

Find Marsabit Water Project in the North Cen-
tral part of the country. Is there another public
water project nearby? (No, the map scale indi-
cates that Marsabit is at least 100 miles from the
next closest water project.)

What does the distance between water projects
suggest about the environment around Mar-
sabit? (It is probably quite dry and/or few
people Jive near there.)

Tell students that this program asks the question,
"How do people use their environment?" It is about
Mt. Marsabit and about how people have used its
water supplies over time.

During the Program
At the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to locate on a map the countries in
which the case study and comparative examples are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. Have
them speculate about why the issue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

After the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1 How was Mt. Marsabit viewed by different
groups, over time? ( The Boren herdsmen
viewed Mt. Marsabit as an island of grass,
trees, and water in the desert. The English
viewed it as a cool mountain area where water
was available. The Boren farmers viewed it as
the best farmland in the area. Merchants,
bankers, and others viewed it as a place where
a lot of potential customers were available.)

2. How did each group's perception or view affect
how Mt. Marsabit was used? (Because of the
herdsmen's view of the mountain, they used it
for pasture and as a watering place. The British
view led to their establishment of a town on the
mountain. The farmers' view led to the selec-
tion of Mt. Marsabit as the place to set up farms.
The merchants, bankers, and others set up
shops on Mt. Marsabit because they viewed the
place as having potential for business.)

3. How did the people's view of the bay, next to
the Mazda parking lot in Japan, change over
time? (Originally, it was viewed as just that, a
bay. But as space for parking cars that were
waiting to be loaded onto ships became scarce,
this view changed. People began to see it as a
place that could be used to expand the parking
lot. So they made it into a parking lot.)

4. What were the two conflicting views of the
French landfill shown in the program? (One
group saw the landfill as a partial sulution to
Paris's waste disposal problem. The other
group viewed the landfill as an inappropriate
use of the environment.)

5. How did people's view of the Indianapolis train
station, a feature of the urban environment in
the United States, change over time? (At one
time, the location was viewed as a transporta-
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tion center. But, when passenger trains were
no longer a major means of transportation, the
perception changed. The station was then
viewed as a potential site for recreation and
shopping. Now it has been restored with that
new perception In mind.)

6. How are people's lives affected by the way they
use their environment? (Accept all reasonable
responses.)

IL Local Comm Hy Application

1. Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. (Different people may view the
same element of the natural or human-made
environment in quite different ways. Also an
element 01 the natural environment may be
received differently by different groups of
people over time.)

2. Use the following steps to conduct the local
community applications activity.

Identi° conflict that occurred, or that is
ocr in your community, about land
um. .,r example, should a particular piece
of downtown property be used for a parking
lot or a park? Should the garbage dump be
located here or there? Should boating be
permitted on the local reservoir?

Assign students to represent the various
"sides" of the conflict. Have them do some
research on the side they represent, in the
local newspapers and through interviews.

Stage a debate in which opposing views on
the conflict are aired and considered by the
students. Help students understand that
there is a relationship between the way they
view the environment and the way they pro-
pose to use it.

3. After the debate, have students consider the
following question, rephrased from the pro-
gram, "How does the way in which the envi-
ronment is viewed and used in our community
affect people's lives?"

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1. Junior high and middle school students are
often "geographic illiterates." This means that
they don't have any place-name knowledge.
Teachers argue that it is difficult to teach about
AfricaSouth of the Sahara, for example,

when students don't know which countries are
in the region or where they are located. These
teachers are correct.

To help students become familiar with the
countries of this region and their locations you
might try the following activity. (You will need
to distribute blank outline maps of the region,
and you will also need data for the region's
countries, such as that which appears in the
World Population Data Sheet.)

Ask students a series of questions about the
region's countries that can be answered by
examining the data sheet. Then have them plot
their answers on the map, using an atlas guide.
You might ask

which three countries in the region contain
the most people?

which three countries have the lowest rate
of natural increase?

which five countries in the region are the
poorest, as measured by low per-capita
Gross National Product (GNP)?

which countries have the highest percent-
age of their population living in cities?

which countries in the region have doubling
times of less than 30 years?

World Population Data Sheet is available from:
Population Reference Bureau, Inc.
2213 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
Phone: (202) 785-4664.

2. Foreign college students are often willing to
share their backgrounds, experiences, cul-
tures, and perceptions with school children in
this country. Contact a nearby college to make
arrangements for a visit by a student or stu-
dents from a country in AfricaSouth of the
Sahara.

Stock footage for "AfricaSouth of the Sahara: How
Do People Use Their Environment?" was obtained
from the following sources.

India 3 Dunes National Lakeshore
The Martin & Osa Johnson Safari Museum
Norman Miller, African/Caribbean Institute
Department of Interior, National Park Service
United Nations Centre for lumen Settlements
Visnews Limited
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Central and South America:
Why Do People Move?

Movement
Mi Ilions of people in the world migrate,
or move, each year. There are two types
of migration, forced and voluntary. The
difference between them depends on who
makes the decision to move.
Rimed migration occurs when a person
or group of people are made to move
because of someone else's decision. The
movement of slaves to North America
from Africa is an example of forced
migration.
In voluntary migration, such as the
movement of black Americans from the
South to the North, the migrants them-
selves make the decision to leave one
place and move to new ones. Vol' ark.,
migration results from a decision in
which the potential migrant has com-
pared living conditions in the place of
origin and in the possible destinations. If
a destination is perceived to be signifi-
cantly more attractive than the original
place, migration will take place, but only
if barriers to movement, such as costs
and immigration laws, can be overcome

Program Summary
In many parts of the world, people are on the move.
Sometimes people move from one place in the city to
another, or they move from one place to another
within a country. Sometimes they move from one
country to another and from one region to cncther.
This program addresses the question, "Why do
people move?" it focuses on a case study in Brazil, a
country in the region of Central and South America.

Charts, maps, and preview pictures present b. ..f
overview of population movement in Cer and
South America during the introductory sect. on. This
sets the stage for considering why people move. The
percentage of people living in cities in the region has
increased rapidly in reccot years. In Brazil much of
this increase results from people moving from rural
areas to urban areas.

The case study in this program focuses on a family
living in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. It makes three impor-
tant points.

1. When rural migrants move into urban areas, they
tend to settle in certain distinct parts of the city.

2. Migration involves a decision-making process in
which potential migrants compare conditions
where they are with conditions at potential
destinations.

3. People decide to move in an effort to impro life
for themselves and their families.

The program also considers examples of people's
migration in Malaysia, in the Netherlands, and to the
United States. It highlights people's reasons for
moving.

The program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by moving.

Glossary of Terms
emigrantA person migrating away from a country
or area; an "out-migrant."

tavela An unplanned shantytown or slum area on
the outskirts or within an urban area in Brazil.

forced migrationHuman migration flows in which
the movers have no choice but to relocate.

immigrantA person migrating into a country or
area; an "in-migrant."

migrationA change in residence intended to be
permanent.

voluntary migrationPopulation movement in
which people relocate in response to perceived
opportunity, not because they are forced to move.

Before the Program
Ask students to examine the bar graph that appears
In the handout for this lesson. Have them use the
following procedure to obtain information from the
bar graph.

1. Inspect the title to determine the subject of the
graph. (The graph is about the urban population
of Brazil.)

2. Examine the labels on the X and Y axes to deter-
mine what information is displayed in the graph
and how it is organized. (The X axis labels indi-
cate that information about the urban population
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appears for 1950 and 1985. The Y axis label ini-
cates that urban population is presented in per-
centages.)

3. Compare the lengths of the bars and describe the
difference observed. Use the number scale to
help make a specific comparison. (In Braze' 36
percent of the people lived in cities in 1950. By
1985, 68 percent were city dwellers.)

Tell students that much of this change is the result of
people leaving rural areas and moving to urban
areas. Indicate that this program asks the question.
"Why do people move?" They wilt meet a family in
Brazil that moved from a rural to an urban area, and
they will learn why that family moved.

During the Program
At the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to locate on a map the countries in
which the case study and comparative examples are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. Have
them speculate about why the issue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

After the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1. What are some of the types of migration that
occur around the world? (Some people move
from one place in a city to another, some move
from rural areas to urban areas, some move
from one country to another, and some move
from one world region to another.)

2. What were some of the conditions existing in
the countryside that led Mr. Demer'al and his
family to move to Rio de Janiero?( They did not
own their house or their sand. They had to
share the crops with the landowner. There was
no electricity or tap water. There was no high
school and no nearby elementary school or
hospital.)

3. What do you think Mr. Demerval and his family
find attractive about Rio de Janiero? ( There is
a school and friends for his children. There are
jobs available. They have their own house.
They have electricity and running water. There
are markets to shop at and a hospital close by.)

4. Why did the people from Malaysia shown it the
program decide to mc..,/e? ( They were living in
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a place where they had no land and few oppor-
tunities. They could see no future in that place
for their children. They wanted a place where
the quality of life was better, where they heal
steady jobs, money to spend, and their children
could go to school.)

5. What were some of the factors that led the
people shown in the Netherlands to move from
one place to another, within cities? (They were
not looking for better jobs or schools for their
children. They were looking for things like a
bigger house or different surroundings.)

6. What were some of the factors that led people
to emigrate to the United States? (Political
persecution, religious persecution, war, and
lack of job opportunities.)

7. How are people's lives affected by moving?
(Accept all reasonable responses.)

B. Local Community Application

1.. Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. (People somewhere are always
moving. When they have a choice, their deci-
sion to move is based on a consideration of
living conditions both at the origin and at pos-
sible destinations.)

2. Use the following steps to conduct the local
community application activity.

Tell students that in this activity they will be
collecting and analyzing evidence concern-
ing their own family's migration history.

Have students work as a class to develop an
interview form to use to gather information.
(They might ask, "Why did my family leave
that place? What conditions made them
decide to leavo? How did they find out about
other places?")

Have each student select a family member
to interview. Point out that family albums,
scrapbooks, and old letters can be used to
supplement the information collected in the
interview.

Once the interview is completed, students
should be asked to examine the evidence.
They can do this by using a map to plot the
places where a family has lived at various
times or by summarizing it in essay form.

As part of the examination that students
make of their migration histories, have them

consider the following question, "How has
moving affected the lives of people in my
family?"

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1 Many immigrants from Central and South
America and Asia have recently settled in
communities throughout the United States
and Canada. Identify some of them in your
community. Ask them to talk to your class
about their migration: Why did they leave their
home land? Why did they choose to settle in
your community? What problems did they
have in moving, and what problems are they
encountering in adjusting to life in the United
States or Canada?

2. As an alternative, have students use a modified
version of the interview form developed for the
local community activity to interview recent
migrants to your community from other states
or provinces, from rural areas of this country,
or from countries in the Western Hemisphere.
Ask students to identify similarities and differ-
ences in the experience of these migrants.

3. Students can conduct a debate on questions
related to migration to the Unites States or
Canada. One question could be stated as fol-
lows: "Should the United States (Canada)
permit unlimited immigration to occur?"

A "regulation" debate would include an affir-
mative and negative position on this question.
Students representing each position could do
research, prepare a position satement, and
speak at the debate.

The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature,
available in most libraries, could be used to
identify articles useful in developing positions
for a debate. Have students look under the
heading "Immigration and Emigration."

Stock footage for "Central and South America: Why
Do People Move?" has been obtained from the fol-
lowing sources.

KRGV-TV, Weslaco, Texas
Mennonite Central Committee
Passies International Movers
The Salesian Missions
Shell International Petroleum Co., Ltd.
United Nations Centre for Human Settlements
Visnews Limited
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Europe:
How Do People Deal with Natural Hazards?

Relationships Within Places
All places on the earth have both advan-
tages and disadvantages for human set-
tlement. High population densities have
developed in flat low-lying areas near
bodies of water, for example. People take
advantage of the fertile soils, water
resources, and opportunities for river
transportation in these areas. Yet such
areas are occasionally subjected to severe
damage because of inundation by the sea,
river flooding, storms, and other natural
hazards. People nnest somehow deal with
these natural hazards to continue living
in these areas. They ato this by modifying
or adapting to these natural settings in
ways that reveal their cultural values,
economic and political cirannstances,
and technological abilities.

Program Summary
Water, an element of the natural environment, is
essential to all people. But sometimes water pre-
sents hazards to the very people who need it. This
program addresses the question, "How do people
deal with natural hazards?" It focuses on a case study
in the Netherlands, a country in the region of
Europe.

Maps, charts, and pictures in the introductory sec-
tion present a brief overview of population distribu-
tion in Europe. This sets the stage for a considera-
tion of how people deal with natural hazards. Maps
highlight the densely settled portions of Europe in
general and the Netherlands in particular. Most of
the Dutch people live in a part of the country that is at
or below sea level. Dikes and dunes protect the
country; if these were removed, over one-half of the
country would be flooded.

The case study in this program focuses on families
living in the southwestern (delta) part of the Nether-
lands. It makes three important points.

1. This is an area that has been inundated by the sea.

2. The Dutch have responded with a major engineer-
ing program to control flooding.

3. As a result of efforts made by Dutch engineers.

flooding in the area has been controlled, allowing
people to plan with confidence for the future.

The program also considers examples of situations
in which people in Bangladesh, Japan, and Canada
deal with water-related natural hazards.

The program ends by asking students to consider
how people's lives are affected by natural hazards.

Glossary of Terms
damA barrier built across a river to control and
hold back the flow of water.

dikeAn embankment constructed alongside low-
lying ground to protect it from flooding by the sea, a
lake, or a river.

duneA hill or ridge of sand formed by the wind.

natural hazardAn element of the natural environ-
ment that is harmful or dangerous to humans.

polderLand previously under the water of a sea or
an inland lake; it is reclaimed by constructing of
protective dikes and pumping the enclosed area dry.

storm surge bafflerA structure built across a river
designed to protect the land behind it from flooding.
It contains huge steel doors that are lowered when
dangerously high water is expected.

Before the Program
Have students examine the population distribution
map that appears in the handout for this lesson. Be
sure that students understand what the dots on the
map mean.

Have students describe the pattern on the map. Ask
students. "Where in this country do most people
live?" (Most people in the Netherlands are concen-
trated in the western part of the country.)

Then have students make inferences about Dutch
population distribution, based on other evidence
contained in the map. Ask them, "Why do you think
that the population is concentrated in the western
part of the country?" Accept all hypotheses and
record for later use. Have them structure their
guesses in the form that follows. (The population of
the Netherlands is concentrated in the western part
of the country because their guess.)

Tell students that this program asks the question,
"How do people deal with natural hazards?" Ask
them to watch for both the advantages and disad-
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vantages of the places described. Mention that the
program will let them know which of their guesses
allout population distribution were correct

During the Program
At the end of the introductory material (approxi-
mately three minutes), you may wish to stop the tape
and ask students to locate on a map the countries in
which the case study and comparative examples are
set. You may also ask them to identify and describe
the issue to be considered in the program. Have
them speculate about why the issue featured is a
concern in the region highlighted in the program.

After the Program
A. Questions for Discussion

1. What are some of the advantages for settle-
ment of the western part of the Nettmlands? (It
is the center for trade, business, and agri-
culture.)

2. Review hypotheses developed earlier by the
students. Which ones are supported by the
evidence presented in the program? (The hy-
potheses that emphasized the advantages of the
western parts of the country for settlement
have received the most support.)

t

3. What are some of the disadvantages for set-
tlement of the western part If the Netherlands?
(It is mostly below sea level and is therefore
subject to occasional flooding by the sea.)

4. How did the Dutch deal with the natural hazard
posed by the sea? (They built dikes, dams, and
a storm surge barrier.)

5. In terms of the advantages and disadvantages
for settlement, how does the western part of
the Netherlands compare with the portion of
Bangladesh that you saw in the program? (The
disadvantages are the same; both areas are flat
and subject to flooding. The portion of Ban-
gladesh seen in the program was used mainly
for farming.)

6. What is the nature of the natural hazard faced
by the Japanese, and how have they re-
sponded? (Like the Dutch and the people of
Bangladesh, they are threatened by flooding.
Like people in both of these countries, the Jap-
anese responded by building dikes to protect
the farmland. Also, in some cases, they raised
their houses on stone foundations to protect
them from flood water)

7. How did people in Quebec, Canada, respond
to the hazard of mudslides? (People in Quebec
moved their village to another location.)

erN
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8. How are people's lives affected by natural
hazards? (Accept all reasonable responses.)

B. Local Community Application

1. Summarize what has been considered so far in
this lesson. (Places have advantages and dis-
advantages for human settlement; people
sometimes adapt to or modify environments to
deal with certain disadvantages; technology
has made it possible to modify the environ-
ment more easily.)

2. Use the following steps to conduct the local
community application activity.

Have students define the term natural
hazards. (They should describe it as an ele-
ment of the natural environment that is
harmful or dangerous to humans.)

Have them recall the natural hazards identi-
fied in the program. (These are flooding,
typhoons, and mudslides.)

Have them identify other natural hazards. (They
could suggest blizzards, droughts, hurri-
canes, earthquakes, tornadoes, avalanches,
infestations, poison ivy, ragweed, and
locusts.)

Have students use this list to identify some
natural hazards that occur in your commu-
nity. (They might mention snow, tornadoes,
or floods.)

Have them work in small groups to identify
strategies used in your community to deal
with these hazards. How are people in your

community informed about the threat of var-
ious natural hazards?

3. Rephrase and pose the question that appeared
at the end of the program: "How have natural
hazards affected people's lives in our area ?"
(Accept all reasonable response,s.)

C. Other Follow-up Activities

1. Have students find newspaper and magazine
stories dealing with natural hazards and have
them identify each hazard. Ask them to de-
scribe how people in the stories modified their
environment or how the people adapted and
learned to deal with these natural hazards.

2. Most communities are located close to a river
or stream. The government encourages com-
munities to use zoning to restrict land use on
floodplains. Have students examine your com-
munity's floodplain zoning. How big an area is
involved? What is located on the floodplain?
Ask students whether they think the govern-
ment should restrict the areas where people
can locate.

Stock footage for "Europe: How Do People Deal with
Natural Hazards?" was obtained from the following
sources.

Haskoning Royal Dutch Consulting Engineers
and Architects
Japan Information Service,
Consulate General of Japan
Rijksvoorlightingsdienst
Visnews Limited
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HANDOUT

South Asia:
Why Are Forests Disappearing?

Nepal: Forests and Woodlands as a Portion
of Total Land Area
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HANDOUT

Southeast Asia:
How Does Change Occur?

The Philippines: Rice Production
per Person
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HANDOUT

japan:
Why Does Trade Occur?

MAP 1

MAP 2

ENERGY us,a BY EACH PERSON IN ONE YEAR
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HANDOUT

Japan:
Why Does Trade Occur?

MAP 3

_.,

El THE AMOUNT OF ENERGY IN ONE BARREL OF OIL

ENERGY PRODUCED FOR EACH PERSON IN ONE YEAR



HANDOUT

Soviet Union:
Why Does Planning Occur?

Soviet Union: Economic Patterns
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Soviet Union: Location of Economic Activities, Population, and Resources

European (Western)
Portion,' in percents

Asian (Eastern)
Portion, in percents

Fuel and energy resources 9 91
Raw materials 15 85
Timber 23 77
Water resources 20 80
Territory 25 75
Population 74 26
Agriculture 76 24
Industry 83 17

The European part of the Soviet Union is rich in coal, iron ore, aluminum, and other raw materials These nonrenewable resources. however,
have been depleted over the years in the West On the other hand, deposits in Asia are now just beginning to be exploited.

Source. Paul English. World Regional Geography, John Wylie and Sons, 1984
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HANDOUT

East Asia:
Why Do People Live Where They Do?

China: Population Densly by Provinces, Autonomous Regions and Province-Level Municipalities, 1982
Protinces,
AinienCOMM 171=paltin
Prosincodasi

NORTHEAST

Ponrns
equal :Awn*

Proem* Perms pre
Autononsces itv=poion Sows Alionstss
Proems-Wet 11102

EAST
Heitongjiang Anhui 358
Jilin 120 Jiangsu 590
Liaoning 245 Shanghai municipaliti 1,913

NORTH Zhejiang 382

Hebei 282 CENTRAL
Shanxi 182 Hubei 255
Beijing municipality 549 Hunan 257
Tianjin municipality 687 Jiangxi 199
Shandong 488
Henan 446

Provinces, Poems pm
Autonomous It=tpento Squaw kaosnatte
Prosineriesei 1.112

SOUTH
Fujian 213
Guangdong 280
Guangxi Autonomous

Region 158

SOUTHWEST
Guizhou 162
Sichuan 176
Yunnan 83
Tibet Autonomous

Region 1.6

ProMores, Persons psi
Autonomous Squarir tilioinota
Provirwm-lemin=iplitlos sot
NORTHWEST
Inner Mongolia

Autonomous Region 18
Shaanxi 141
Ningxia Autonomous

Region 59
Gansu 43
Qinghai 5
Xinjiang Autonomous

Region 8

Source: Population Reference Bureau, China: Demographic Billionaire, April 1983.
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=1111.110111MPRIPPM=VMME,IM. HANDOUT

Australia/New Zealand:
Why Is the World Shrinking?

From Winton to the World

The airplane has become vitally important for con-
necting Australia with other parts of the world. Even
before 1920, when air travel was still very new,
people dreamed of using the airplane to link Austra-
lia with other countries.

To show its interest in the development of air travel,
the Australian government offered a large sum of
money to the first Australians to fly from England to
Australia in thirty days or less. The flight was first
made in 1919 by brothers Ross ar i Keith Smith, who
left England on November 12 anu arrived at Darwin,
Australia, on December 10.

In 1920, Paul McGinness and Hudson Fysh started a
small airline in Winton, Australia. The airline was
called Queensland and Northern Territory Aerial
Servicesknown from that time on as Qantas.

In 1935, Qantas overseas service was begun from
Brisbane to Singapore, a distance of 4,360 miles
(7015 kilometers). The trip was made with seventeen
stops and took 31/2 days. The flight then continued on
to London, making many more stops along the way.
The entire trip from Brisbane to London, a distance
of 9,000 miles (14,500 kilometers) took twelve days.

In the late 1940s, Qantas began its first service to

Japan. New stops were added to the Sydney-London
route, including Beirut, Zurich, and Frankfurt, In the
1950s, air service was extended to the Pacific Islands.
In 1956, the night stopover at Singapore on the
Sydney-London route was eliminated, cutting travel
time from 75 hours to 541/2 hours.

After World War II, air service was begun from Aus-
tralia through the Pacific Islands and Hawaii to San
Francisco. Today, jet service from Sydney to San
Francisco takes only 16 hours. Island-hopping ser-
vice between Australia and California had taken
more than 83 hours in 1928.

In 1959 Qantas got permission to fly across the Uni-
ted States, and in that same year linked its trans-
Pacific and London-Sydney routes. This provided
service completely around the world. Today, Qantas
flies its average passenger farther than any other
airline. It serves dozens of cities and countries and
has brought Australia in close touch with the rest of
the world.

Australia is now only a matter of hours from any spot
on the globe. The small airline begun in Winton in
1920 has grown to one that provides Australia with
worldwide connections.

180 120 60 0 120 180
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HANDOUT

North Africa/Southwest Asia:
What Are the Consequences of Change?

North Africa/Southwest Asia: Natural Setting
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HANDOUT

Africa South of the Sahara:
How Do People Use Their Environment?

Kenya: Government Public Water Projects, 1969
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KENYA
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- LEGEND

Government Public water
Projects
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Source. National Atlas of Kenya.
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HANDOUT

Central and South America:
Why Do People Move?

Breq: Urban Population

1950
Source Population Reference Bureau

1985
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HANDOUT

Europe:
How Do People Deal with Natural Hazards?

Netherlands: Population Distribution
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Further Resources
1. The embassies of most countries will send materials to your students. Here are some addresses.

Embassy of Nepal
2131 Leroy Place NW
Washington, DC 20008
Phone: (202) 607-4550
(Serves both Canada and the United States)

For the United States

The Embassy of Kenya
2249 R Street, NW
Washington, DC 20008

The Embassy of Philippines
1617 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036

The Embassy of Japan
2520 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20008

The Embassy of the Soviet Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics

1125 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

The Embassy of the People's Republic
of China

2300 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20008

The Embassy of Australia
1601 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036

The Embassy of the Tunisia
2408 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20008

The Embassy of Brazil
3006 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20008

The Embassy of the Netherlands
4200 Linnean Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20008

For Canada

The Embassy of Kenya
415 Laurier Ave. East, Suite 600
Ottawa, ON K1N 6R4

The Embassy of Philippines
130 Albert Street, Suite 606
Ottawa, ON KIP 5G4

The Embassy of Japan
255 Sussex Drive
Ottawa, ON K1N 9E6

The Embassy of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics

285 Charlotte Street
Ottawa, ON K1N 8L5

The Embassy of the People's Republic
of China

511-515 Patrick Street
Ottawa, ON K1N 5H3

The Embassy of Australia
130 Slater Street, 13th Floor
Ottawa, ON K1P 6H2

The Embassy of the Tunisia
515 O'Connor Street
Ottawa, ON K1S 3P8

The Embassy of Brazil
255 Albert Street, Suite 900
Ottawa, ON KlP 6A9

The Embassy of the Netherlands
275 Slafer Street, 3rd Floor
Ottawa, ON K1P 5H92.

2. Certain college level textbooks can provide teachers with an excellent background to the region considered
in each program. Particularly helpful are the following books.

De Blij, Harm, and Peter Muller. Geography: Regions and Concepts, 4th ed. New York: John Wiley and
Sons,1985.

English, Paul Ward. World Regional Geography: A Question of Place. 2d ed. New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1984.

Benhardt, John E. and C. Robert Scull. Regions of the World Today. Dubuque, Iowa: Kendal, Hunt,
1985.
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3. The Dushkin Publishing Group, Inc., Guilford, Connecticut 06437, produces an "Annual Edition Series"
that includes a volume on geography. The volumes are collections of articles from current magazines,
newspapers, and journals. Each volume comes with a teacher's guide. Geography 87/88 contains several
articles related to the issues considered in these programs.

South Asia Program
"The Acid Rain Whodunit"
"Tropical Forests: What Will Be Their Fate?"
"Ravage in the Rain Forests"

Southeast Asia Program
"The Green Revolution"
"From Farm to Market: New Policies are

Taking Root"

Japan Program
"America's War on Imports"

Soviet Union Program
'Managing the World Environment"

East Asia Program
"Windows on a Changing China"

Australia/New Zealand Program
"Biggest Construction Jobs of the twentieth

Century" (Deals with the building of an English
Channel tunnel and its impact on time-distance)

"Spatial Form and Spatial Interaction"
"Transportation and Urban Growth: The Shaping

of the American Metropolis"

North AfricaSouthwest Asia Program
"Water and Man"
"Groundwater: Buried Treasure"

AfricaSouth of the Sahara Program
"The Desert's Challenge... and the Human

Response: Dimensions and Perceptions"

Central and South America Program
"Hispanic Migration: Where They Are Moving

and Why"
"The Plight of Stateless People"
"The Growth of Core Regions in the Third World"
"Colossal Cities of the Future"

Europe Program
"America Washing Away"
"Acid Deposition: Trends, Relationships,

and Effects"
"Is There Life After Strip Mining?"

4. National Geographic contains excellent articles related to the issues and regions considered in these
programs. Among them are

South Asia Program
"Tropical Rain Forests: Nature's Dwindling

Treasures," pp. 2-47, January 1983.
"At the Crossroads of Kathmandu," pp. 32-65,

July 1987.

Southeast Asia Program
"Hope land and Danger in the Philippines,"

pp. 76-117, July 1986.

Japan Program
"SilkThe Queen of Textiles," pp. 2-49,

January 1984
"TokyoA Profile of Success," pp. 606-645,

November 1986
"The Prodigious Soybean," pp. 66-91,

July 1987

Soviet Union Program
"The World of Tolstoy," pp. 758-791, June 1986
"People of the Long Spring," pp. 206-223,

February 1983
"Ukraine," pp. 595-631, May 1987

East Asia Program
"Monsoons: Life Breath of Half the World,"

pp. 712-747, December 1984
"Peoples of China's Far Provinces," pp. 283-333,

March 1984

Australia/New Zealand Program
"The Tea and Sugar Lifeline in Australia's

Outback," pp. 737-757, June 1986
"El Nino's III Wind," pp. 144-183, February 1984
"Across Australia by Sunpower," pp. 800-007,

November 1983

North AfricaSouthwest Asia Program
"Our Most Precious Resource: Water," pp. 144-179,

August 1980
"Tunisia: Sea, Sand, Success." pp. 184-217,

February 1980
"Africa's Stricken Sahel," pp. 140-179, August 1987.

AfricaSouth of the Sahara Program
"The Search for Our Ancestors," pp. 560-623,

November 1985
"The Threatened Ways of Kenya's Pokot People,"

pp. 120-140, January 1982.

Central and South America Pr-,gram
"The World's Urban Explosion," pp. 179-185,

August 1984
"Mexico City: An Alarming Giant," pp. 138-175,

August 1984
"BrazilThe Promise and Pain," pp. 348-386,

March 1987
"El Nino's III Wind," pp. 144-183, February 1984

Europe Program
"Man Against the Sea, The Vosterschelde Barrier,"

pp. 526-537, October 1986
"They (Bangladesh) Stopped the Sea," pp. 92-101,

July 1987.
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5. Film and video resources

African/Caribbean institute
(Dr. Norman Miller)
4 West Wheelock Street
Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 646-2838

Catalog available.
Fee plus mailing cost.

Films:
Southeast Asia Program

Wet Culture Rice
People Are Many, Fields !Ire Small

Alyeska
(John Ruderman, Public Affairs)
1835 South Bragaw
Anchorage, P.K 99512
(907) 285 -8311

George E. Lukens, Jr. has films. Contact him
at Pendleton Productions, Inc., Box 110349,
Anchorage, AK 99511

Films
Soviet Union Program

Pipeline
Permafrost

Australian information Service
Australian Consulate-General
New York: 636 5th Ave.
New York, NY 1011 1
(212) 245-4000

San Francisco: 360 Post Street
Union Square
San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 362-6160
Films:

Japan Program
Commerce
Rural industries
The Constant Threat
5155
Point of Entry

Australia/New Zealand Program
Royal Flying Doctor Service
Outback Supply
Teacher in the Sky
The Ships That Flew
Ringing True

Europe Program
Dam the Delta: Cartoon of Dutch Land
F.eclemation History

Clearinghouse on Developmental Communication
(Janice Sta:lard)
1255 23rd Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 882 -1963

Catalog available upon request.
Films

Southeast Asia Program
The Rural Satellite T- ropram: A Link to the Future
The Basic Village Education Project: Guatemala
Masegana 99: Promoting a Miracle

110.Mmip.

Council of Forest Industries of British Columbia
Suite 1500-1055 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC V6E 2H1
Canada
(604) 684-0211

Special ordering instructions for different coun-
tries. Not available in the United States. Can be
obtained from regional offices in the United
Kingdom, France, West Germany, Netherlands,
Japan, and Australia.

Films
South Asia Program

Come Winter, Coma Harvest
Yet the Forest Stands

German Information Center
(In the United States)
Film Library
950 3rd Avenue
57th St., 24th Floor
New York, NY 10022
(212) 888-9840
(In Canada)
Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany
P.O. Box 379-A
Ottawa, ON K1N 8V4
Canada
(613) 232-1101

Catalog available upon request. No rental fee.
Return postage required.

Films
South Asia Program

The Forests Are Dying
A Sea of Green
When the Trees Die, My Soul Dies with Them

Australia/New Zeeland Program
Nowlisten's Travels
Time Flies
August Borsig: Pioneer of Mass

Transportation
Roads, Roads, Roads
Maschen: Marshalling Yard

a Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
Audio Visual
1100 North Mineral Springs Road

)rter, IN 46304
(219) 926-7561
Film

AfricaSouth of the Sahara Program
West Beach Pastorals

Indiana University
Audio Visual Center
Student Service Building
Bloomington, IN 47405
(812) 335-2103

Catalog available upon request.
Rental plus postage

Film
Europe Program

Land Use on the Flood Plains
($12.15 + postage)
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5. Film and video resources (continued)

Intelsat (International Telecommunications
Satellite Organization)
(Mr. Tony Trujillo)
Audio Visual Library
3400 International Drive, N.W.
Washington. DC 20008-3098
(202) 944-680)

Limited catalog available. Color brochures.
Films

Australia/New Zealand Program
Intelsat: Peace Through Satellites
Satellites in the South Pacific
Raisting Earth Station: Germany

International Air Transport Association
IATA Building
2000 Peel Street
Montreal, PO H3A 2R4
Canada
(514) 844-8311

Contact Director of Public Relations.
Film

Japan Program
Small World

Japan Information Service
Consulate General of Japan
Film and Video Library
Suite 950 E, Water Tower Place
845 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60811
(312) 280-0403

Catalog of films and videos available. Applica-
tion required prior to loan. Charge of $1.50 per
item for postage and handling.

Films
Japan Program

Welcoming Technical Trainees from Abroad
East Asia Program

Profile of a Nation: Geography and Industry
Japan: An Overview
Agricultural Co-ops and Farm Life

Europe Program
Disaster Prevention
SABO: Erosion Control

Modem Talking Pictures
5000 Park Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33709
(813) 541-5763

Catalog available upon request.
No rental fee, return postage required.

Films
South Asia Program

Acid Rain: No Simple Solution
To Catch a Cloud: A Thoughtful Look

at Acid Rain
To Work with the Forest

Soviet Union Program
The Kingdom of Mocha
Hong Kong: Human Freedom and Progress

Modern Talking Pictures (continued)
Films (continued)

Australia/New Zealand Program
Tenn-Tom: A New Waterway for America
Waterways to Explore
Mercedes-Benz: The First Century
We Are the Parcel People
Committed to the Lend

North AfricaSouthwest Asia Program
Water

AfricaSouth of the Sahara Program
The Technology of Trash
Mining and the Environment
Westward Coal
CM People: A Century of Pride

Central and South America Program
The Uprooted
The Dream: Brazil

Europe Program
Mount St. Helen's Eruption Recovery

Netherlands Council General
303 East Wacker Drive 3410
Chicago, IL 80601

Contact the Royal Netherlands Embassy in
your country. Check for Consulate nearest
your city.

Films
Soviet Union Program

The Netherlands for All Reasons
Europe Program

Dutch Delta
Easterscheldt
Flood of 1953
Netherlands: Struggle for Land

U.S. Committee for UNICEF
331 East 38th Street
New York, NY 10011
(212) 688-5522

Catalog available upon request,
Films

North AfricaSouthwest Africa Program
Of Tides and Times
Nor Any Drop to Drink
Journey for Survival
Mare Nostrum
Water

U.S. Department of the interior
Bureau of Reclamation
Room 7844
Washington, 20240
1202) 342-4882

Films
North Africa/Southwest Asia Program

Miracle of Water
The Great Web of Water: The Central
Valley Project

(Continued on page 56)
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5. Film and video resources (continued)

Vision Habitat
(United Nations Centre for Human Settlements)
York University
4700 Kee le Street
North York, ON M3J 1P3
Canada
(416) 736-5377

Contact ;,/r special ordering instructions.
Films

Southeast Asia Program
The Young Settlers (Sri Lanka)
They Call it Griha Pravesh (India)
Cissin (Upper Volta)

Japan Ptuyram
Growing Dollars

East Asia Program
Transmigration for a Better Life
Rakena
Resettlement of the Bedouins in Kuwait
A New Town for Aphrodite

Central and South America Program
A Dam and After
Malaysia: A Brighter Dawn
A Forest Village in Thailand
Migrations
Rakena
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Evolving from a television library begun in 1962, the nonprofit
American-Canadian Agency for Instructional Technology (AlT)
was established in 1973 to strengthen education through technol-
ogy. AIT pursues its mission through the development and distribu-
tion of video and computer programs and printed materials in asso-
ciation with state and provincial education agencies. In addition,
AIT acquires, enhances, and distributes programs produced by
others AlT programs are used in schools througnout the United
States and Canada. The agency is based in Bloomington, Indiana.

Together...programming
for today's learner
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